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POP-PUNK! All caps. Always hyphenated. 
Exclamation mark at the end for extra emphasis, 
because excitement. You may have seen us tweet 
that once our twice before. We have a tendency to 
get a bit carried away sometimes and for that we 
can only offer our apolo… actually, hold up. No! We 
won’t apologise. We love POP-PUNK! and we don’t 
care who knows it. Well, technically we want the 
whole world to know it.

What better way to start winding down the year 
then than to indulge in a little (read: large) love-in 
celebrating the most joyous of alternative music 
genres?! Especially as 2015 has been an absolute 
classic for pop-punk, too. 

The new breed of bands featured on our cover may 
be among the most prominent ones leading the 
charge, but there could have been any number of 
others joining Alex Gaskarth, Dan Campbell, Ben 
Barlow, Patty Walters and Derek DiScanio on there. 
The diversity of even just the five bands those guys 
represent is testament to the rude health the scene 
is in as well. If you’re here for good old-fashioned 

fun times, pop-punk’s got you covered. If you 
need something to soothe the sorrow as you sob 
into your pillow during a particularly dark night of 
the soul, pop-punk’s got you covered. If you want 
your fist in the air, heart beating from your chest, 
limbs flailing uncontrollably, throat shredding from 
too much singing or bumps and bruises all over 
because of too much stage-diving, pop-punk has 
got you covered. 

Whether it’s in tiny basements, the stages of 
Warped or Wembley Arena, pop-punk is killing 
it worldwide right now. And there’s never been a 
better time than now to shout about it. 

So settle down with a nice slice of pizza, an ice-
cold soda and enjoy the issue….  

Until next time,



 NEWS & REGULARS
06 BIG PICTURE
 We can’t wait for BMTH’s UK tour. It’s taking aaaages, 

no matter how much we shout at the calendar.
10 VIC FUENTES
 Vic’s so wise and helpful, without him we’d never have 

gotten over our crippling fear of goldfish.
12 COREY TAYLOR
 Thank goodness we’ve got Corey. If Manowar were 

doing this column it would be about loincloths       
every month! 

16 FASHIONABLY GREAT
 Saving is for boring old losers, spend your money on 

some of this great stuff. 

EXPOSURE
20 HEY VIOLET
 We haven’t stopped dancing since we first heard this 

lot’s massive tunes. Getting a bit tired now.  
22 AREA 11
 We’d take this band over Area 51 any day. All those 

aliens giving you grief. No thank you!  
25 ONE OK ROCK
 One of Japan’s biggest bands. Seriously, people love 

them more than we love dogs wearing bow ties. And 
we like dogs wearing bow ties a lot. 

27 TURNSTILE
 Hardcore so good even your cat will be stage diving, 

off the sofa or something.   

FEATURES
28 THROWBACK: ALIEN ANT FARM
 Their Michael Jackson cover made them superstars, 

maybe everyone should cover MJ. Oi Metro Station, 
cover ‘Earth Song’. 

32 LIFE LESSONS: CHRIS MOTIONLESS
 Teachers doubted him but he proved them wrong 

using the power of algebra! Oh wait, not algebra, we 
meant being in a rad band. 

34 MY TUNES: LYNN GUNN
 Guess who’s a Justin Bieber fan? 
36 IN THE FIRING LINE: YOUNG GUNS
 We see a whole new side of Gustav Wood and the 

gang. A side involving nudity and high heels. 
40 WARPED TOUR AWARDS 
 We were so keen for Warped we fell over seven times 

running to the venue. Check out who made it worth it.
56 POP-PUNK 
 We’ve been shouting ‘POP-PUNK!’ an awful lot this 

year, here’s why.
66 HALSEY 
 She came out of nowhere and stole our hearts. Get the 

inside scoop on why we all love Halsey.
70 FIGHTSTAR
 What’s all this about Charlie Simpson rejoining 

Busted? We’d best get to the bottom of it…
72 CROSSFAITH
 Grab your glow sticks, one of the world’s finest rave-

rock bands are back! 
74 NEW YEARS DAY
 Better than the actual New Year’s Day, where you’ve 

already broken all your resolutions by eating 55 
chicken nuggets.  
 

ALBUMS
76 ONE OK ROCK
78 BEAUTIFUL BODIES
82 DEVIL YOU KNOW
84 GNARWOLVES
88 HANDGUNS

LIVES
92 ALL TIME LOW & SLEEPING WITH SIRENS
94 FALL OUT BOY

IN ROCK SOUND
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A LIVE NATION PRESENTATION IN ASSOCIATION WITH CAA

LIVENATION.CO.UK | TICKETMASTER.CO.UK
OFFICIAL VIP PACKAGES INCLUDING MEET & GREET AVAILABLE FROM VIPNATION.EU/SLIPKNOT

.5: THE GRAY CHAPTER OUT NOW ON ROADRUNNER RECORDS
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BRING ME 
THE HORIZON
ARAGON BALLROOM
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13
PHOTO: Ashley Osborn

So, on a Scale of ‘pretty stoked’ to ‘OMGZ, literally 
can’t even!!10101!’ how excited are you about seeing Bring 
Me The Horizon on their upcoming UK tour? Now you’ve had 
the chance to live with ‘That’s The Spirit’ and learn the words 
off by heart, you must be ready to burst right about now. 
Us too. Especially when we’ve been seeing snaps from the 
lads’ US escapades. Like this one, where by all accounts the 
Sheffield gang bossed it and showed Chicago what they’re all 
about. Our turn next, thankfully.
Only a little while longer to wait now…
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4 The number of rock star-themed Xmas 
Cards we’re giving away with this 
issue. Pretty, aren’t they?

10,000
That’s how many US dollars that were raised by This Wild Life for 

the National Breast Cancer Foundation with their show in Anaheim, 
California, where they performed 2014 album ‘Clouded’ in full.

Great cause, great lads.

1 The number of 
turkeys deep-
fried by Wade 

MacNeill this month. 
At least we hope it 
was just one…

0 
Times any records 
other than the new 
State Champs and 
Seaway ones got 

played on the Rock 
Sound stereo this 
month. Well, we’re 
exaggerating a bit 
but those two got 

heavy rotation. 
We were making a 
POP-PUNK! special 

after all…

37 
The number of 
minutes it took 
Ryan Bird upon 
his return to the 
office before he 
said something 

wholly outrageous 
and completely 

unprintable.

3
The number of 

Download headliners 
that have been 

announced for next 
summer. Iron Maiden, 

Black Sabbath and 
Rammstein will 

ensure that the UK’s 
premier rock and 

metal gathering will 
be a proper riff-fest. 

32
The amount of times we discussed Andy 
Biersack’s nipples in worryingly lengthy 

detail while browsing live shots of Black Veil 
Brides from Vans Warped Tour UK. We’re not 

weirdoes, promise!

That’s the amount of new songs that Blink-182 
have now finished with Matt Skiba in the fold. 
How bloody exciting is that, eh? Can we hear 

them yet please, lads? Pretty please?

1 Times rapper, singer, songwriter, 
entrepreneur and investor Nelly 
made a guest appearance on a song 
this month, lending his MC skills to 

Simple Plan, who served up yet another banger 
with ‘I Don’t Want To Go To Bed’. Bonus big 
ups to life-saving hero David Hasselhoff for 
making a cameo in the accompanying video.

ISSUE
207

OVERHEARD 
IN THE OFFICE

“I don’t care how big your top hat 
is, Slash – nothing is cooler than 
respecting women!” 
PC Biddulph lays down the law once again. 

“We once had a school assembly 
where two girls did a dance routine 
to Papa Roach, ‘Last Resort’…” 
Apparently this is what school was like in the 
early noughties in Wales. Unless Gav Lloyd 
imagined it all.

“When I was in Year 7 I wrote an 
essay about how Chaka Demus & 
Pliers were my favourite band.”  
Meanwhile, schools in Essex were a little 
different, according to Crudge…

“Imagine being in Mushroomhead 
and not even getting paid well.” 
Is there any Sudocrem around? Because Gav has 
just dished out the sickest burn. 

DECKS 
OF DEATH
WHAT’S bEEn SHAKing  
ROCK SOUnD TOWERS 
THiS MOnTH… 

3
Times Reviews Ed 
Gav did himself a 

mischief at Warped 
moshing and / or 
crowd surfing. It’s 

a small price to pay 
for having what 
is known in the 

business as  
a #lovelytime.

5

ryan bird
CANE HILL ‘Cane Hill’ 
VACANT STARE 
‘Vindication’ 
SUNNA ‘One  
Minute Science’ 
FONY 
‘Routine Irregular’ 
PULSE ULTRA 
‘Headspace’

 

david mclaughlin 
CARLY RAE JEPSON 
‘Emotion’ 
CITY OF CATERPILLAR 
‘City Of Caterpillar’                                          
I HATE MYSELF  
‘Ten Songs’ 
THE WINTER PASSING 
‘A Different Space  
Of Mind’ 

ABDOMINAL & DJ FASE ‘Flowtation Device’ 

andy biddulPh 
CROOKS ‘Are We All The 
Same Distance Apart’ 
BOSTON MANOR 
‘Saudade’ 
MAX RAPTOR 
 ‘Damage Appreciation’ 
AIDEN  
‘Aiden’ 
5 SECONDS OF SUMMER 
‘Sounds Good Feels Good’ 

miKE mcCabE 
BASEMENT 
‘Promise Everything’ 
BATTLES ‘La Di Da Di’ 
WAVVES ‘V’ 
UNCLE ACID & THE 
DEADBEATS ‘The  
Night Creeper’ 
KAGOULE 
‘Urth’ 

 

gav llOyd 
PARKWAY DRIVE ‘Ire’ 
COHEED AND CAMBRIA 
‘The Color Before  
The Sun’ 
CHVRCHES ‘Every  
Open Eye’ 
STATE CHAMPS  ‘Around 
The World And Back’  
ALL TIME LOW   

                                              ‘Future Hearts’ 

 ThE CrudgE 
DEAFHEAVEN   
‘New Bermuda’ 
BARONESS ‘Purple’ 
FOREVER CAME 
CALLING ‘What  
Matters Most’ 
MOOSE BLOOD ‘I’ll 
Keep You In Mind From 
Time To Time’ 

                                              MESHUGGAH ‘Alive’
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THE MINDSWEEP TOUR. UK. 2016
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

FEBRUARY 2016 
THU 18    GLASGOW  O2 ACADEMY
FRI 19  EDINBURGH  CORN EXCHANGE
SAT 20  NOTTINGHAM        CAPITAL FM ARENA
MON 22 BOURNEMOUTH        BIC SOLENT HALL
TUE 23 CARDIFF  MOTORPOINT ARENA
THU 25 MANCHESTER   VICTORIA WAREHOUSE
SAT 27 LONDON           ALEXANDRA PALACE

LIVENATION.CO.UK TICKETMASTER.CO.UK

ENTERSHIKARI.COMENTERSHIKARI.COM

+ GUESTS TBC

A LIVE NATION AND DF CONCERTS PRESENTATION IN ASSOCIATION WITH AMBUSH REALITY, PLAY IT AGAIN SAM, THIRTY CENTURY MANAGEMENT AND X RAY TOURING PRESENTS
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POINTING YOUIN THE

WITH

VIC FUENTES

If VIc couldn’t 
answer your 
questIon but 
you’re stIll In 

need of help, adVIce or sIMply soMeone 
to talk to, help Is at hand.
Samaritans are here to talk 24 hours a day, 365 days a 
year. All queries are strictly confidential and there is no 
religious affiliation whatsoever. If you need guidance, 
call the Samaritans on 08457 90 90 90 (UK) or contact 
them on email via jo@samaritans.org.

MY SCHOOL FRIENDS KEEP 
TELLING ME THAT MY INTERNET 
FRIENDS ARE NOT REAL 
FRIENDS. HOW CAN I CONVINCE 

THEM THAT YOU DON’T HAVE TO MEET 
SOMEONE TO BE THEIR FRIEND?  
BROOKE
“I don’t think you can convince them, Brooke. It’s 
something that they have not yet experienced 
for themselves, so they don’t quite understand it. 
These days, with so many resources like FaceTime 
and Snapchat, you can absolutely build amazing 
relationships with people online. If they make you 
laugh and you enjoy spending time with them, I’d 
say that’s a friend. With that said, I still feel that 
you will never truly know someone unless you 
meet them in person. Real life communication 
and a tangible display of personality will never 
fully be replaced by a conversation on a computer 
screen. You can get pretty close with technology, 
but you’ll still always be in a controlled situation.  
That doesn’t mean that you’re not friends with 
these people. It just means that there is always 
more you can learn from them by actually 
hanging out in person.” 

I’M CURRENTLY THE SINGER IN A 
BAND AND I REALLY WANT TO 
LEARN TO SCREAM SO THAT I 
CAN DO MORE WITH MY VOICE. 

DO YOU HAVE ANY ADVICE ON HOW I COULD 
GO ABOUT LEARNING?
ROSS
“Screaming is something that everybody does 
differently. So, you’ll just have to find out what 
works best for you. Your style and control will 
come with practice and in time you will begin 
to develop  your own unique screaming voice.  
From my personal experience, I’ve developed 
my screaming voice quite a bit over the years.  
When you compare our old records to our new 
ones, I sounded completely different when I 
was younger. My best advice is to put as much 
emotion into your music and your voice as 
humanly possible. That’s what’s most important. 
Just keep screaming!”  

MY SO CALLED BEST FRIEND HAS 
STARTED FLIRTING WITH MY 
BOYFRIEND. I TRUST HIM BUT 
SHE’S A REALLY PRETTY GIRL 

AND I WANT THIS TO END.  WHAT CAN I DO 
TO STOP THIS EVIL WOMAN FROM STEALING 
THE ONE I LOVE?  
AIDYN
“What a hussy! First off, you should have a little 
faith in your boyfriend. If what you have together 
is strong, he won’t pay any attention to her. You 
could even talk to him and tell him what is going 
on. If he is truly on your side, he will recognise 
that she’s being inappropriate and do what is 
necessary to put an end to it all. She’ll end 
up looking pretty stupid for trying to 
mess up a happy relationship. If it 
gets really bad or glaringly obvious, 
you should let her know how you 
feel personally. Just make sure a 
camera is rolling. We could start a 
great reality show together called, 
‘My So Called Best Friend’ when this 
is all over.”   

I REALLY WANT TO CHANGE 
MY LOOK. I THINK MAYBE I 
SHOULD GROW A BEARD OR GET 
A NEW HAIRSTYLE BUT I’M 

WORRIED THAT I WON’T SUIT ANYTHING. I’M 
JUST SO FED UP WHEN I LOOK IN THE 
MIRROR. HAVE YOU EVER FELT LIKE THAT?
CARL
“YES!  I’ve felt like that many times. I remember 
back in school, I used to feel really self-conscious 
when I would change my hair, or wear something 
I wasn’t used to wearing. But looking back, I really 
wish I hadn’t cared so much. After all, it’s just 
hair! It grows back. And they’re just clothes. It’s 
your body, your face, and you can do whatever 
you want with it. Do whatever makes you feel 
good, Carl. The only way to find out what you like 
is by trying different things. My best advice comes 
from a movie called Boogie Nights and it goes like 
this, ‘Wear what you dig.’ It’s that simple! Wear 
what you dig and it will all work out.”   

I REALLY CAN’T STAND THE SMELL 
OF CIGARETTE SMOKE. IT MAKES 
ME WANT TO RETCH. IT’S SO 
DISGUSTING BUT IT FEELS LIKE 

IT’S UNAVOIDABLE. WHAT THE HELL CAN I 
DO TO GET OVER THIS?
ELLIE
“There’s really no avoiding cigarette smoke in 
public, Ellie. So, hopefully this is something that 
will pass in time. Michael Jackson used to wear 
a hospital mask in public, but I think that could 
be going a little too far. You should just try and 
avoid bars and restaurants where people smoke a 
lot. Thankfully, more people have been switching 

to vape pens these days, so at least you have 
that to look forward to.”

 
GOT A 

QUESTION? 
EMAIL VIC AT 

RSVP@
ROCKSOUND.TV
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2525

Impericon.co.UK

LIMITED

MAKE AN ORDER OR ENTER VIA EMAIL TO COMPETITION@IMPERICON.COM 
BY THE 31.12.2015 AND YOU COULD WIN A TEUFEL 5.1 PLUG & PLAY HOME 
CINEMA SYSTEM.

WIN



lots of pop-punk
So you like pop-punk, huh? Well, aside from 
everything going down in this month’s massive 
cover feature, we talk to the labels and fans who 
made pop-punk’s huge year happen.

All tHE pIlots
Twenty One Pilots, Bring Me The Horizon and The 
Amity Affliction hit the UK this month, and we’ll be 
front and center with a camera to bring you the 
best photos anywhere.  

supER EXClusIVE 
stuff 
Wanna hear the best albums, 
watch the most awesome 
videos and see sick acoustic 
performances before anyone 
else? Our website is where you 
want to be.

plus!
The best mash-ups, 
interviews and competitions 
out there, plus the fastest, 
most comprehensive news. 
All on www.rocksound.tv. 

DO YOU LIVE ON 
THE INTERNET?
We live on the internet. Here’s what’s 
coming up this month.

deadening our senses? There’s something 
to be said for behavior when the norm is a 
little more – and I hate to use the word in this 
context – sophisticated. In a way, it’s the Horror 
Movie Syndrome: we went from tension and 
shadows to jump scares and gore porn. Yay, 
Team Sapien. As the amount of content we are 
exposed to increases, a callus builds on our 
impressions. Thus, we are not impressed easily.
But what would you expect from a generation 
of children who would rather emulate a 
Kardashian or a Jenner than someone like 
Malala Yousafzai? That idea certainly doesn’t 
make me want to LOL. I’d throw up but all I’ve 
had so far is coffee, and java the second time 
around is hard to fucking swallow. Strangely 
enough though, it tastes about the same.
Where do we go when the laughter dies? 
What will it say about us when the only visible 
reaction we can muster is a slight raising 
of an eyebrow over a dulled stare? Are we 
salvageable? More importantly, are we worth 
salvaging? This shit really bothers me. I know 
I’m probably getting a thousand groans and 
a million more rolled ovals, complete with 

muttered thoughts of, ‘God, this guy is such a 
massive bum-out…’ But this is why I am who I 
am. This is the shit I think about. This is the shit 
that keeps me awake and percolating when 
god knows I’d love to be asleep. I guess my 
real question is this: can we still feel life with 
an electronic addiction? Can we still count 
ourselves as empathetic when we live our 
lives and experience life through the lens of a 
camera phone? Nobody’s asking that question. 
Everyone is too busy uploading videos or 
trolling on social media. 
I do have hope though. I, like you, spend quite 
a bit of time looking at shit on the ‘Intra-webs’. 
I see a lot of funny shit on there, so I know at 
least the sense of humour is alive and well. 
But I don’t reply to any of it and I certainly 
don’t type ‘LOL’ in the comment box. I let 
myself laugh out loud in real life (or ‘irl’ for you 
Millennial crazies). I enjoy the visceral response 
that humour elicits and I talk about it with my 
voice to people in a room.  
That is what laughter is for, whether most 
people can handle it or not.

A strange thought came to me 
over my morning (oh hell, who am I 
kidding – afternoon) coffee today: do 
you think people laugh more in text form 

than out loud? Have we become a species who 
smirks then reaches for the digital voice box 
rather than actually make the noise in real life? 
That’s a frightening prospect, isn’t it? I know 
the world is a pretty gnarly place right now, but 
there has to be a place for real laughter. If not… 
oof, I shudder to think about it. What a quiet yet 
deafening world we would live in.
I can’t imagine what my life would be like, nor 
what it would have been like, without laughter 
– rich, resonating chortles and gut-busting 
guffaws relieving tension and cracking the code 
on, ‘Why are we here?’ For my whole life, the 
only thing that has kept me from out and out 
insanity – besides music – is the ability to lose 
my shit in a giggle fit. I adore laughter. I love the 
idea of saying or doing something that catches 
someone completely off guard and I cherish 
the absolute unconscious nature of it. Real 
laughter is out of your hands; it’s not a decision, 
it’s a reaction. 

These days, people are really just LOL-ed to 
sleep. Hell, they can’t even be bothered to 
capitalise that shit half the time. The humans 
of 2015 wander around like zombies, staring 
into tiny screens the size of a pack of cigarettes, 
constantly searching for content, video, Vines, 
streams, photos, memes, gifs, etc. But when 
they do find it, there’s no real satisfaction. They 
‘enjoy’ it as a king regarding just another piece 
of gold. ‘Throw it on the heap with the rest…’ 
So while they’re looking for the next internet 
sensation, they’re slowly but surely numbing 
and dumbing down everything incredible 
about being alive. 
I’m not an elitist. I’m not a hypocrite. I’m not 
one of these hipster-hairdos who doesn’t own 
a TV and only listens to music on wax cylinders 
from the 1920s. I’m just a guy who is old 
enough to remember what real life was and still 
can be, and is worried about how people are 
going to handle shit when they’re not prepared. 
I’m not saying people don’t laugh ever. But 
it is becoming a very rare commodity. Is 
it because there is so much shit online to 
look at, read, hear, see and experience, it is 

 the only thing that has kept me from 
out and out insanity – besides music – is 

the ability to lose my shit in a giggle fit. 

 rocksound  rocksound.tv  rocksound.tv

 rocksound.tumblr.com rocksound rocksound

FIND US IN ALL OF THESE PLACES!
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ONLINE SHOP, BAND INFOS AND MORE:

WWW.NUCLEARBLAST.DE
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/NUCLEARBLAST.UK

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
@NUCLEARBLASTEU
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SMASH
  & grAb

Closing date for entries is December 09, 2015. Winners will be notified by post, email or phone. GOOD LUCK! 

ARE YOU READY FOR 
CHRISTMAS? ALLOW 
US TO HELP YOU OUT!
WIN £300 
to speNd At 
IMpeRICoN
It’s November already. How did that 
happen?! If you’re anything like Rock 
Sound, you’ll leave all your Christmas 
shopping until December 24 and your 
loved ones will end up getting the 
contents of the corner shop at the end of 
the road.

That doesn’t need to happen. We’ve 
teamed up with the lovely people at 
Impericon to give one lucky reader a 
£300 voucher for their store, meaning 
Grandma can get a sick Attila hoodie this 
Christmas instead of some bread and a 
tin opener.

Or – y’know – you could just 
treat yourself to some sweet 
band merch.

Either way, you’ve got to be in 
it to win it, so to enter head 
to www.rocksound.tv and 
click on ‘WIN’.

And you can check out the 
whole Impericon catalogue 
at www.impericon.com.
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FROMASHESTONEW.COM

OUT 30TH OCTOBER 2015
2016 TOUR

• 28.01.16 • MANCHESTER CLUB ACADEMY 
• 29.01.16 • GLASGOW CATHOUSE

• 30.01.16 • NOTTINGHAM RESCUE ROOMS 
• 16.02.16 • LONDON ELECTRIC BALLROOM

escapethefate.com

F . E . A . R .
– D E L U X E  E D I T I O N –

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 2015
INCLUDES 3 BONUS LIVE TRACKS
NEW MUSIC COMING IN 2016

PAPAROACH.COM

L O U D E R N O I S E T V . C O M
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THE STORY SO FAR 
Flag 

$25 merchnow.com
Mark our words, this flag will be flying alongside 
the Union Jack at Buckingham Palace in no time. 

We bet The Queen bloody loves pop-punk. 

SLIPKNOT
Plectrums

£4.99 grindstore.com

BEARTOOTH 
Flannel Shirt 

$35 merchnow.com

JACKSON JS 1X DINKY MINION 
Electric Guitar 

£110 jacksonguitars.com
This pink guitar looks so tasty. Don’t actually lick it 

though, it doesn’t taste like bubble gum that’s for sure.
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Architects, Asking AlexAndriA,
terror, the ghost inside  

Christmas Jumpers 
£29.99 impericon.com

We reckon Santa loves a mosh, he’s probably blasting out Terror as he’s doing his present run. 

Pierce the Veil 
Vinyl Flower T-shirt 

£11.75 loudclothing.com

hAte no hAte 
‘The Lawless One’ T-shirt 

£16.66 hatenohateapparel.com

VAns x disneY
Jungle Book Backpack 
£44.99 grindstore.com

too FAst 
Shark Knitted Scarf

£18.99 grindstore.com 
Great for keeping warm and 
sneaking up on people while 

humming the Jaws theme.

coMeBAck kid 
Scarf 

$19.98 victorymerch.com
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5 issues of 

  
www.rocksound.tv/subs

or cALL: 01795 414 833

= £5
never miss 
an issue 
with free 
delivery direct 
to your door!

save 74%
oN the ShoP 
Price!
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PLUS: 
GET ‘FOUR YEAR STRONG’ 
BY FOUR YEAR STRONG
FREE!
“A worthy Addition to their legAcy”

Rock Sound #201



  
www.rocksound.tv/subs

or cALL: 01795 414 833
offer code: RSP207  offer eNdS: 09/12/15
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MAKe 

SAVINGS oN 

dIGITAL ANd 

 oVerSeAS 

SUBS!PLUS: 
GET ‘FOUR YEAR STRONG’ 
BY FOUR YEAR STRONG
FREE!
“A worthy Addition to their legAcy”

Rock Sound #201 LINES OPEN: Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm, Saturdays 9am to 1pm. 
*5 for £5 offer applies to new Direct Debit customers only. After the first five issues you will continue to save 30% off the shop price, paying 

just £17.99 every six months. CD offer limited to the first 50 subscribers - an alternative CD may be provided after the first 75.



HEY VIoLET
FOR FANS OF:  
No Doubt, Cherri Bomb, Paramore

OUTRAGEOUSLY CATCHY POP-ROCK WITH THE 5SOS SEAL OF APPROVAL

 Rob Sayce

Hey Violet are 5 Seconds Of Summer’s new favourite band, and 
soon they could be yours, too. When musical disagreements tore apart 
their previous project Cherri Bomb, sisters Nia and Rena Lovelis and 
childhood friend Miranda Miller never even considered giving up.  
Instead they’ve taken a new name and a new tack alongside guitarist 
Casey Moreta. The 5SOS lads dropped by a show and were blown away; 
making them the first signing to their own Hi Or Hey Records and inviting 
them on tour across the US and Europe. But these girls (and guy) have 
their eyes on even bigger things…

HOW DID YOU FIND PLAYING ARENAS WITH 5 SECONDS OF 
SUMMER EARLIER THIS YEAR? 
Says drummer / vocalist Nia Lovelis [right]: “It was nerve-wracking 
at first, because we’d never toured as Hey Violet before! But those guys 
have such a passionate fan base, people who love music, and they were 
so receptive. We had an ongoing prank war with the boys, and did these 
acoustic hangouts before every show. At one of the final ones a girl had 
learned ‘You Don’t Love Me Like You Should’ in sign language and we 
invited her up... some of us were a bit teary-eyed!”

WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM THE EXPERIENCE?
Says guitarist Casey Moreta [left]: “Learning to interact with people 
from such a huge stage was a new challenge. The whole crowd acts as 
one. Our goal is to headline those kinds of arenas – or stadiums – in a few 
years. We want to be able to draw that many people.”

FROM: Los Angeles, USA
RELEASE: ‘I Can Feel It’ (EP, Hi Or Hey. Out now)
TOUR: They hit the UK next month; check the Gig Guide for details.

ARE YOU NERVOUS FOR YOUR UPCOMING HEADLINE TOUR?
Says Miranda: “We were definitely freaking out when we announced 
that we were doing one – at that point it became real! But people are 
already asking us to come back to their cities, which is a really nice 
feeling. Arenas are great, but we love the intimacy of club shows, having 
that interaction with fans.”

WHAT’S THE BIG PLAN FOR THE FUTURE?
Says Miranda: “It’s about inspiring other people our own age to be 
creative, to pick up a paintbrush or a guitar… just don’t pick up a piano! 
We’re very energetic, passionate and a bit awkward too.”
Says Rena: “The plan is to make a great album, tour the world, connect 
with a whole bunch of incredible new fans, and keep doing it for the rest 
of our lives.”

f |  heyvioletofficial

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE WHAT YOU DO MUSICALLY?
Says guitarist / keyboardist Miranda Miller [second right]: “We’re 
still experimenting, finding out what the next sound is. This feels like a 
different animal [to previous band Cherri Bomb] because we’ve gone 
down a much poppier route. These are fun-loving songs that also have 
deeper meanings in the lyrics, that everyone should be able to relate to.”
Says vocalist / bassist Rena Lovelis [second left]: “All of us love 
bands like Paramore and My Chemical Romance, we’re obsessed with 
the new Twenty One Pilots record and Casey’s really into classic rock. 
What we do is a mix of so much different stuff...”
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EXPOSURE
“We’re very energetic, 
passionate and a bit 
awkward...”
Miranda Miller
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EXPOSURE

THE BEST NEW MUSIC

AREA 11
FOR FANS OF:  
Enter Shikari, One OK Rock, Dragonforce

ECLECTIC ALT-ROCK WITH AN EAR FOR THE DRAMATIC 

 Rob Sayce

The band are finally seeing their persistence pay off in the real world; 
their impressive online following translating into progressively larger 
tours. “We’re actually selling out venues now,” laughs the frontman. “You 
can look and go, ‘We have 100,000 YouTube subscribers, we’re huge’, but 
really that means you have 2,000 fans in the UK, 2,000 in America… it’s 
all spread out. But I feel like we can really see the band growing now. 
Everything’s building to a bigger level.”

By their own admission, Area 11 have never truly fit in. Drawing 
on their twin passions of rock music and anime, the Bristol four-piece 
have carved out an international following since their formation in 2011, 
without the support of any scene or major label. Branding their music 
‘gaijin rock’ (or ‘foreigner rock’, a nod to their Japanese inspirations) 
they’ve made their name transferring stories from screen to song. But all 
that’s set to change.

“The anime-inspired concept isn’t something we’re doing going forward,” 
explains vocalist and multi-instrumentalist Tom ‘Sparkles*’ Clarke [front]. 
“When you’re spending all your time watching TV to find ideas and 
nothing feels right, it’s just not fun anymore. We’re ready to do something 
darker, more intense, but still very musically diverse.”
Leaving behind their conceptual origins – and the “really unreliable” 
keytar that they used to whip out at shows – Area 11 still pack the 
effervescent charm and sheer unpredictability that made debut album 
‘All The Lights In The Sky’ so intriguing.

FROM: Bristol, UK
RELEASE: ‘Underline’ (EP, Smihilism. Out now)
TOUR: There’s a UK headline tour this month! See the Gig Guide for dates..

f |             area11band

“We cover a whole spectrum of styles,” says Sparkles*, “from heavy guitar 
music to pop-punk and ’80s style rock ballads. We only ever include 
something because it’s exciting or even funny, and if it stops being that 
way, we’re not going to force it. Thankfully the vast majority of our fans 
seem to be on board with where we’re going.”
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ON THE 
RADAR
More new bands worth 
checking out...
Words: George Essex

AURORA
FOR FANS OF: Of Mice & Men, 
Suicide Silence, Crown The Empire

It’s getting cold out, so you probably 
need to warm up, right? And what 
better way to do it than having a good 
old mosh to some of the most potent 
metalcore out there? Meet Aurora, who 
hail from the West Midlands and boast 
crushing breakdowns, piercing guitar 
lines and soaring choruses that’ll have 
you spinkicking all over the place.

f |     aurorauk

FAUX
FOR FANS OF: Canterbury, 
Natives, The Gospel Youth

Formed back in 2010, this Southampton 
five-piece are – despite their name – 
in the wholesome rock game. They 
combine glistening guitars and frenzied 
rhythms with ballsy choruses to create 
a captivating sound. Gloriously smooth, 
high-pitched vocals carry thought-
provoking lyrics above the organised 
chaos. In new single ‘Swimmingly’, they 
create a perfect unison of introspective 
emo pop and alternative rock. The best 
bit? There’s so much more to come.

f |                   fauxbanduk

GLASS GIANTS
FOR FANS OF: Straight Lines,  
Don Broco, Kids In Glass Houses

If you’ve been looking for someone to 
fill the Welsh pop-rock-shaped hole 
that Kids In Glass Houses left behind, 
then look no further than Glass Giants. 
Infectious melodies and simple yet 
enjoyable riffs are on the menu for 
this South Wales quintet. Singles 
‘D.A.N.C.E’ and ‘Seeing Is Believing’ 
are feel-good anthems that will have 
crowds bouncing and screaming back 
the lyrics. New single ‘Up All Night’ is 
stadium-sized, too.

f |                    glassgiants

LIGHT YEARS FOR FANS OF:  
Major League, Misser, 
Balance And Composure

POP-PUNK THAT’S HERE FOR AN EMOTIONAL TIME, NOT A LONG TIME
 Jack Rogers

NOVELISTS FOR FANS OF:   
Northlane, Erra, 
Monuments

MOdERN METALcORE bRIMMING wITH POIGNANcY

 Jack Rogers

f |         novelistsmusic

 Paris’ Novelists are never content with 
what they have. The band may have only just released 
their debut album, but according to bassist Nicolas 
Delestrade [left], they are already setting sights on the 
future. ‘You need to always see progression,” he states. 
“When you realise you are doing the same thing over 
and over again, no matter how much you love it, it 
must become tiring. As long as there is progression it 
makes us want to go on.”

That next step on the path may be yet to come, but 
with ‘Souvenirs’, which Nicolas mixed and produced 
himself, they hold an album of weight and depth that 
also displays some familiarly poignant themes.

FROM: Paris, France
RELEASE: ‘Souvenirs’ (album, Nuclear Blast. Out Now)
TOUR: You just missed them, but they’ll be back.

“We felt we had lost the melancholy of our early EPs, so 
we thought about doing the album around memories,” 
he explains. “Each song recalls a different memory or 
feeling – be that happy, angry or sad, and all of them 
together make up the big ‘Souvenir’. It is something 
that can relate to everyone.”

HOw wOuld yOu deScRibe yOuR SOuNd? 
Says vocalist Pat Kennedy [second right]: “We 
wanted to emulate bands we love but also make it our 
own. I think we do quite a good job of blending modern 
sounds with the late ’90s / early 2000s style.”

Tell uS AbOuT yOuR New RecORd. 
“We wrote this record with the idea that it could be our 
last. Real life is coming into this pop-punk bubble we’ve 
been living in. Getting older is the scariest thing ever 
and it’s hitting me now. How I think about the world 
and what I’m supposed to be doing freaks me out. If 
this was our last record, I wanted it to be the best thing 
we’ve ever done.”

FROM: Cleveland, Ohio
RELEASE: ‘I’ll See You When I See You’ (album, Rude. 
Out Now)
TOUR: Catch them in the UK with Neck Deep in 
February. See Gig Guide for details.

wHeRe dO yOu Feel yOu FiT wiTHiN THe pOp-
puNk SceNe? 
“Generally, within our genre the demographic is 15-18-
year-old girls. So when a song [I write] is like, ‘Am I going 
to kill myself?’ I don’t think that’s really what they want 
to hear. That may hurt us in the marketability frame, 
but I’m not going to write something I don’t believe in.”

f |         lightyearsoh
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A WILL AWAY
FOR FANS OF:   
Taking Back Sunday, 
Jimmy Eat World,  
Moose BloodCEREBRAL, EMOTIONAL, THOUGHTFUL INDIE ROCK 

 Mischa Pearlman

ON THE 
RADAR
More new bands worth 
checking out... 

Words: George Essex

OCEANS RED
FOR FANS OF: Asking Alexandria, 
Crossfaith, Coldrain

Know how Asking Alexandria’s Denis 
Stoff was in a band called Make 
Me Famous? Well, after he left the 
remaining members became Oceans 
Red. The Ukraine band uniting metal 
and electronic music in a big way, 
and move effortlessly from chugging 
metalcore punishing breakdowns to 
fists-in-the-air EDM. They’ll leave you 
unsure whether to mosh or jump up 
and down like an idiot. Which you 
choose is up to you – we just did both.

f |                      oceansredofficial

OUR THEORY
FOR FANS OF: Memphis May Fire, 
Crown The Empire

If no nonsense, breakdowns-
everywhere metalcore with a bit of 
electronica thrown in is your thing, then 
Paris based Our Theory are the band for 
you. The impressive range of frontman 
Alex Vincent-Rey, who effortlessly 
moves between guttural screams and 
swooning clean vocals, makes them a 
strong contender in a fairly saturated 
genre. Gearing up for the release of 
their upcoming EP ‘Renaissance’, these 
Parisians are about to make their 
presence known.

f |                                   ourtheory

THE SHRINE
FOR FANS OF: A Wilhelm Scream, 
Ignite, Wilson

Where do you stand on beards? Okay, 
how about punk rock? A thumbs up to 
both? Then you need to get on board 
with The Shrine, and quickly. Mixing 
psych, rock, roll and pure punk nous, 
they have a stomping new album in 
‘Rare Breed’ and hit the UK on tour this 
month. Just enough time for you to 
grow / stick on a beard, really.

f |                            theshrinefuzz

LIKE TORCHES
FOR FANS OF:   
Set Your Goals, 
Yellowcard, Simple Plan

SUPER, SWAGGERING SCANDINAVIAN PUNK ROCK

 George Essex

FROM: Stockholm, Sweden
RELEASE: ‘Keep Your Head High’ (album, Rude. 
Out January 22)
TOUR: They hit the UK in November! Check the Gig 
Guide for dates.

                 f |                        liketorches

Although they formed about four years ago, A Will Away 
are not the same band they were back then. In fact, the 
four-piece – vocalist Matt Carlson, guitarist / vocalist 
Collin Waldron, bassist John McSweeney and drummer 
Sean Dibble – actually scrapped an entire album before 
writing their newest EP ‘Bliss’.

“We wrote a full-length,” says Matt [second right], “then 
scrapped it. It sucked. And then we ended up writing 
‘Bliss’ over the course of three or four weeks. We wanted 
to write something that encompasses absolutely 
everything we’ve learned and introduces everyone to 
the direction we’re now headed in.”

FROM: Naugatuck, USA
RELEASE: ‘Bliss’ (EP, Triple Crown. Out now)
TOUR: Cross those fingers...

As such, the EP, originally released independently in 
March, is full of impassioned and melodic ruminations 
on the meaning of life and its myriad philosophies. It 
marks a brand new beginning for the band. 
“We want to bring out the fire in your belly,” he 
enthuses. “We want to get people talking about these 
ideas that maybe aren’t commonplace in this type of 
rock music, thinking about things that they maybe 
aren’t thinking about.”

f |              awillawayct

DO YOU FEEL THAT PEOPLE DON’T TAKE 
YOU SERIOUSLY BECAUSE YOU’RE NOT 
FROM THE UK OR US? 
“No, I think it’s the opposite actually. We did 
really well on the European Warped Tour. I don’t 
think many people knew about Like Torches, 
but still lots of people came to our shows. I 
think that has a lot to do with the fact that we’re 
from Sweden. People think it’s exciting.”

YOU WORKED WITH RYAN FROM 
YELLOWCARD ON THE NEW ALBUM... 
MUST HAVE BEEN AWESOME! 
“He produced our last album as well and that 
was a great experience. When we started to write 
the new songs, we felt like we really wanted that 
input from Ryan again. I feel like he’s a friend. 
He’s so much fun and a really great musician.”

HOW DID THIS ALL BEGIN? 
Says vocalist Jonathan Kärn [left]: “The 
band consists of me, my brother and Zac who 
we grew up with, so everything just started off 
as us being friends and playing music. Then we 
decided to take it to the next.”
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ONE OK ROCK FOR FANS OF:  
Sleeping With Sirens, 
Hands Like Houses, 
Young GunsONE OF JAPAN’S BIGGEST BANDS GO GLOBAL

 Gav Lloyd

EXPOSURE

THE BEST NEW MUSIC

f |  oneokrock

With their new album under their belts, the four-piece are hitting the road, 
supporting All Time Low and Sleeping With Sirens in the States, before 
heading to the UK for shows and stepping up even further. “We love playing 
the UK,” says Taka. “The last time we were there people went nuts, so we’re 
very excited.”

FROM: Japan
RELEASE: ‘35XXXV’ (album, Warner Bros. Out December 04)
TOUR: The band hit the UK in December, check the Gig Guide for details.

With dreams of their band being a global phenomenon, Taka and his 
bandmates – guitarist Toru Yamashita, bassist Ryota Kohama and drummer 
Kanki Tomoya – decided to step out of their comfort zone and recorded 
a full-length album in English for their seventh full-length ‘35XXXV’. In 
2014, they relocated to Los Angeles to record with John Feldmann. “He 
is amazing,” the frontman enthuses. “He produced The Used and Good 
Charlotte, that’s why we wanted to work with him. He has a really strong 
vision and he inspired me a lot.”

In theIr natIve Japan, One OK Rock are a big deal, a really big 
deal. As one of the most successful bands in the country, they regularly 
play stadiums to over 60,000 fans and have had multiple number one 
albums. But frontman Taka Moriuchi’s ambitions stretch far further than 
his homeland. “When I started making music in Japan, I wanted it to go 
worldwide,” he explains. “I’m really happy that we’re now playing in the 
USA. I love both, but it’s different – rock culture is almost dead in Japan. It’s 
a dream come true to play all over the world and reach a wider audience.” 

And thanks to Feldmann’s bulging book of star contacts, they bagged guest 
spots from Kellin Quinn and Tyler Carter for their new album. “I’m a big fan 
[of Sleeping With Sirens and Issues], when we were at the studio John was 
working with them as well so he just introduced us,” explains Taka.
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LOCAL FOCUS
ABERDEEN
It may be cold and windy there and it 

may go dark super early, but Aberdeen 

is thriving. Here’s the best stuff coming 

from the north of Scotland...

MONROE (f | monroebfmuk) feel like 
as good a place to start as any. In last 
year’s EP ‘Our Vices, Our Virtues’, the 
groove-driven five-piece put out a 
crushing slice of metal that’s equal 
parts While She Sleeps, Palm Reader 
and pure misery. It’s bleak and great, 
meaning this particular dose of 
sadness ought to plaster a smile across 
your face. 

If you’re in the mood for something a 
little more visceral, you’d better hop 
in the pit with hardcore mainstays 
GRADER (f | gradermusic) instead. 
When they haven’t been getting up 
in people’s faces at basement shows 
with their shirt-tugging, emotional fare, 
they’ve been in the studio. That means 
there’s an album on the way. 
Elsewhere, TURNING13 (f | turning13) 
are still hard at it. If you were into the 
huge, slightly weird wave of British 
rock that crashed in the early-’00s, your 
ears will feel at home listening to this 
three-piece belt through bass-heavy 
odd-athons like ‘Escape Plan’. 

COLD YEARS (f | coldyears) are one of 
those bands who always seem to be on 
tour, but it’s in the studio where they 
really shine. Give ‘Innocence’ a bash for 
some of the most beautiful, heartfelt 
British rock you’ll hear all year. 

Who likes free music? Everyone? Cool. 
DAYDREAM FRENZY  
(f | daydreamfrenzy) have free music 
online and what’s more, it’s actually 
good. Hit their Bandcamp page for 
your dose of their stadium-sized, riff-
driven rock.

MONROE

THE BLACK QUEEN
FOR FANS OF:  
Depeche Mode,  
No Devotion, CHVRCHES 

EMOTIONALLY-CHARGED ELECTRONIC FARE FROM THE DILLINGER ESCAPE PLAN’S 
FRONTMAN AND FRIENDS

 Rob Sayce

CROOKS
FOR FANS OF:  
Being As An Ocean, Departures, 
Basement

MELODIC, HOMEGROwN HARDCORE HEROES
 Matt Ayres

COLD YEARS

DAYDREAM FRENZY

Crooks started out with low 
expectations. “It was mostly an excuse to hang out on 
the weekends, mosh around and beat each other up a 
bit,” jokes guitarist Alex Pay [second left]. “When people 
heard it and actually liked it, we thought, ‘Shit, maybe 
we should take this more seriously!’”

So they did. Tours with the likes of Mallory Knox and 
Being As An Ocean won the backing of Equal Vision 
Records, and now Crooks are ready to unleash their 
debut album on the world. ‘Are We All The Same 
Distance Apart’ was recorded a year ago, but Alex feels 
as proud of it now as he did in the studio. “It’s exciting 
to get it out,” he beams. “We wanted to wait for the right 
moment, and now’s the time for people to hear it.”

FROM: Cheltenham, UK
RELEASE: ‘Are We All The Same Distance Apart’ 
(album, Equal Vision. Out now)
TOUR: Look out for UK dates early next year!

With new songs sitting alongside updated versions 
of older tracks, the album sounds richer and more 
melodic than any of Crooks’ early releases. Still, fans 
of their visceral live shows needn’t worry. “People are 
digging the new songs when we play them,” says Alex. 
“The sound’s evolved, but our live shows are as fun as 
they’ve always been.”

f |          crooks.uk

HOW DID THE bLACk qUEEN GET STARTED?
Says vocalist Greg Puciato [centre]: “I needed to 
bring something different out, emotionally. The Dillinger 
Escape Plan magnifies part of my personality, and when 
you look at yourself as this savage, aggressive animal at 
all times, you can feel it eating you. I’m leaving myself a 
bit vulnerable with this, but it’s a positive thing.”

WHERE DID YOU FIND THE OTHER GUYS? 
“Steve [Alexander, electronics] used to be a guitar tech 
for ’Dillinger and had these poppy-sounding demos, 
something like Depeche Mode. I’d also been working 
on material inspired by stuff I grew up on like My Bloody 
Valentine. I was a fan of Joshua [Eustis, electronics] in 
Telefon Tel Aviv and we met at a show, so we worked 
together – originally in a studio in Maynard James 
Keenan [Tool frontman]’s living room! We spent three 
years tinkering with it.”

FROM: Los Angeles, USA
RELEASE: ‘Fever Daydream’ (album, self-release. 
Out early 2016).
TOUR: If all goes well, they’ll be over early next year. 

WHAT DO YOU HAVE PLANNED?
“We’ll definitely play live. We’re not worried about 
genre, about who the audience will be: we’re all 
pushing in the same direction, and it’s very freeing.” 

f |           theblackqueenofficial

GRADER
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EXPOSURE

THE BEST NEW MUSIC

TURNSTILE
FOR FANS OF:  
Cerebral Ballzy, 311, Rage Against The Machine 

AbrAsive crossover hArdcore with A ’90s edge

 Mischa Pearlman

SPEAKING OF WHICH, YOU’VE DONE TOURS WITH NEW FOUND 
GLORY AND HAVE A UK RUN WITH THE STORY SO FAR COMING UP. 
DO YOU FIT IN THERE?
“Yeah! [The New Found Glory tour] had cool responses and we’ve known 
The Story So Far guys for a little bit. We played a couple of songs at one 
of their shows in Virginia one time so it should be cool, especially playing 
to different kids that might not usually come to our shows. That’s always 
great to do.”

WHAT’S THE IDEA BEHIND TURNSTILE? IS THIS JUST FOR FUN?
Says vocalist Brendan Yates [front right]: “The point of the band is 
to express ourselves, play music we like and tour – just write songs and 
connect with people. I really don’t need anything past that. It’s awesome 
that we already do a lot of stuff, so we’re just going to keep doing it.”

IS THIS THE BAND YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO BE IN?
“I don’t know. In the sense that I’m very excited to make this kind of 
music, to be able to travel and play punk rock, I’d definitely say it’s what 
I’ve always wanted to be in. At the same time, I’m the kind of person that 
always wants to start a new band and play all different kinds of music. As 
long as that desire to start new bands is there, I’ll be happy.”

THERE’S A LOT OF HYPE AROUND YOU AT THE MOMENT. HAS THAT 
CHANGED THINGS AT ALL?
“I wouldn’t say it changes anything. I think we’d still be doing what we 
want to do. If anything, it gives us more opportunities to do cool things.”

FROM: Baltimore, USA
RELEASE: ‘Nonstop Feeling’ (album, Reaper. Out now)
TOUR: Touring the UK in November and December with The Story So Far; 
see the Gig Guide for details.

f |            turnstilehc



WORDS: Rob Sayce

THROWBACK

Taking in triumph, tragedy and a cast 
of larger-than-life characters, Alien 
Ant Farm’s early ’00s journey was 
like something straight out of the 

movies. In the space of a year, the Californian 
alt-metal crew went from surfing couches to 
dominating airwaves across the world with 
two massive singles and a little help from 
their friends. Yet there was to be a cruel twist 
in the tale…

Mike Cosgrove (drums): “It always felt like 
we were on the cusp of something before 
‘ANThology’. All of the major labels came to see us 
at showcases and turned us down. I didn’t know 
what we were doing wrong.”
Dryden Mitchell (vocals): “We met Papa 
Roach’s manager at a party and traded numbers 
– before we knew it we were hanging with Jacoby 
[Shaddix, Papa Roach frontman]. We made a 
pact that whoever got signed first would drag the 
other band along and it worked out. Papa Roach 
exploded with ‘Infest’, and they were immediately 
chirping in DreamWorks’ ear.” 
Jerry Horton (Papa Roach guitarist): “AAF 
pulled the best ever end-of-tour prank on us in 
2000. At that time, we were wearing all-black 
Dickies gear. On the last day of the tour [they] 
came out in all-white Dickies, did our stage moves 
and Dryden proceeded to recite all of Jacoby’s 
banter between songs. Jacoby was mortified…”
Dryden Mitchell: “I was writing post-teen 
heartbreak stuff, but mostly from a woman’s 
perspective. I felt like I had wronged a few people 
who didn’t deserve it and these songs were their 
odes to me. It was weirdly therapeutic.”
Terry Corso (guitar): “We were young kids, so 
of course we went crazy in the studio. When your 
friends come in and you’re putting everything 
on the budget, it’s easy to get carried away. Years 

later I saw a breakdown of all the money we 
spent and was blown away!”
Dryden Mitchell: “My dad was a musician when 
he was young. I’ll never forget calling him to say 
we’d got the DreamWorks deal – how my life 
was going to change through music, going from 
sleeping on friends’ couches to the big studios. 
We just sat there and cried over the phone.”
Mike Cosgrove: “Our first big tour was with 
Linkin Park and Taproot, before the record had 
even come out. There was a definite buzz.”  
Dryden Mitchell: “We wanted to do a cover 

that’d feel a bit off, to make people say, ‘Why the 
fuck are these guys playing that?’ We dabbled 
with ‘Easy Lover’ by Phil Collins and a couple 
of Sade songs, but Michael Jackson’s ‘Smooth 
Criminal’ just worked.”

That seemingly throwaway cover would 
change the band’s lives forever. A few 
months on from the launch of ‘ANThology’ 
– following modest initial sales – ‘Smooth 
Criminal’ exploded onto radio and MTV, 
rocketing up singles charts across the globe. 
Coupled with the slow-burning success of 
‘Movies’, Alien Ant Farm found themselves 
thrust into a surreal new world.  

Dryden Mitchell: “I wanted the band to grow 
gradually, every record getting a little bigger, and 
then to maybe blow up around the fourth album. 
So the moment ‘Smooth Criminal’ came out I 
remember thinking, ‘Oh fuck.’”
Marc Klasfeld (director, ‘Smooth Criminal’ 
and ‘Movies’ videos): “Apparently someone 
showed the video to Michael Jackson and he 
said he loved [it], but to take out the kid with the 
mask. I was never sure if this was true or not, or if 
someone at the label simply feared what Michael 
might say. So the label spent a lot of money and 
we reshot that scene…”
Mike Cosgrove: “‘Smooth Criminal’ blew up not 
long before 9/11, and it was radio blacklisted for 
containing ‘inappropriate material’. So as a result 
we were given free rein to make a big-budget 
‘Movies’ video.”
Terry Corso: “I’ll never forget dressing up as an 
Oompa Loompa and playing a giant lollypop, 
or strumming a shrub as Edward Scissorhands. 
There were some ridiculous outtakes. We went 
down [LA’s] Santa Monica Boulevard on a giant 
float for the Gay Pride Parade, and then we 

RELEASED: March 19, 2001

LABEL: New Noize / DreamWorks

PRODUCER: Jay Baumgardner

PERSONNEL: Dryden Mitchell (vocals / 
guitar), Terry Corso (guitar), Mike Cosgrove 

(drums), Tye Zamora (bass / keyboards / 
guitar / kalimba)

‘MOVIES’ AND ‘SMOOTH CRIMINAL’ EARNED THESE KOOKY 
CALIFORNIANS A PLACE IN THE HISTORY BOOKS, OPENING A WINDOW 

ONTO A WORLD THEY’D ONLY EVER DREAMED OF. BUT WHAT GOES UP…

‘ANTHOLOGY’
ALIEN ANT FARM
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Hey Terry, we’ve 
all been there...

“I’ll never forget dressIng up 
as an OOmpa LOOmpa 
and playIng a gIant lollypop.”

TERRY CORSO

 rocksound.tv [29]



2003
The band release 
their third album 
‘TruANT’, and crash 
Hollywood’s annual 
BET awards to 
film their ‘These 
Days’ video. Terry 
Corso leaves, and 
subsequently joins 
Powerman 
5000.

2004
Due to the sale 
of DreamWorks 
Records, AAF end 
up signed to Geffen. 
However, they are 
unable to make a 
new album due to 
a lack of interest 
from the label.

2005
Alien Ant Farm 
record with 
producer Jim Wirt, 
but Geffen will 
not release the 
resulting album. 
The band respond 
by leaking it as a 
bootleg on their 
summer tour and it 
comes to be known 
as ‘3rd Draft’. 

2006
The album sees an 
official release, now 
known as ‘Up In 
The Attic’. It features 
a new song, 
‘Forgive & Forget’ 
but only reaches 
Number 114 on the 
US Billboard 200. 
Tye Zamora quits 
the band.

2009
Following a period 
of inactivity, 
AAF return for 
a run of shows. 
These include a 
performance at 
Sonisphere Festival 
and a one-off 
show on Warped 
Tour, performing 
‘Smooth Criminal’ 
in remembrance of 
Michael Jackson.

2014
A new EP, ‘E.P. 
Phone Home’, 
emerges. Tim 
Peugh becomes the 
band’s new bassist.

2015
Alien Ant Farm’s 
fifth album ‘Always 
And Forever’ is 
released. They tour 
the UK alongside 
P.O.D and 
Hoobastank. 

WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?

crashed a Justin Timberlake and Christina 
Aguilera show at the Staples Centre. We showed 
up on a truck and started playing in the faces of 
everyone in the line!”
Dryden Mitchell: “Metallica telling us, ‘You 
guys can throw down, you’re great musicians’ 
certainly made me feel validated.”
Mike Cosgrove: “We had a fight with the Top Of 
The Pops producers because they wanted us to 
mime and we were like, ‘No way.’ We were trying 
to protect our integrity, while at the same time 
essentially becoming a pop band.”
Terry Corso: “Playing in front of the 
Metropolitan Opera House for the MTV VMAs was 
crazy. I remember looking out from our hotel 
window at the plaza, and seeing this giant alien 
ant head stage! We went out and got wasted 
while we were supposed to be interviewing 
celebrities at the aftershow party. We ended up 
accosting them instead! We definitely ruined a 
few people’s nights, one of the Backstreet Boys’ 
in particular…”  

AAF’s blink-and-you’ll-miss-it 
transition from “garage kids” 
to genuine superstars was far 
from painless. The pressure of 

the spotlight put a strain on the band’s 
relationships, but was soon dwarfed by a 

horrific tragedy. In May of 2002 their bus 
collided with a truck during a Spanish tour, 
killing driver Christopher Holland and 
leaving Dryden with severe neck injuries. It 
would take a long time to pick up the pieces, 
with no one emerging unscathed.

Dryden Mitchell: “Performing on The Tonight 
Show with Jay Leno, I could feel the weight of 
millions of eyes on me. Just before the curtain 
was about to come up I remember thinking, 
‘I don’t know any of the words to ‘Movies’. I’ve 
sung it 1,500 times and now there’s nothing.’ 
Something must have taken over, because it just 
happened automatically.”
Mike Cosgrove: “It was the most fun job in the 
world at first, but later on I realised that you’re 
not always going to be the success story. You feel 
bulletproof, but of course you’re not…” 
Terry Corso: “We got to a point where we were 
so overworked and worried about the future that 
it made us crazy towards each other.”
Mike Cosgrove: “At first we were the 
sweethearts, and then suddenly it became, 
‘They’re assholes who hate their fans.’ The press 
picked us up and dropped us down. It was harder 
for Dryden because people would recognise him 
and mob him everywhere.” 

Dryden Mitchell: “I broke my neck when our 
bus crashed. Going through the process of 
healing and wondering whether we’d ever come 
back – right at the height of everything – was 
terrifying. I was just sitting there wondering 
whether I was going to die. It was like, ‘Oh my 
god, I’m going to change everything about my 
life,’ and months later I’m yelling at traffic again. 
But there was some growth there too.”
Terry Corso: “I can’t believe we endured that. 
Dryden could have died. Even though we never 
reached the same success with another album, 
seeing him onstage every night feels huge.” 

The bus crash brought the curtain down on 
a remarkable few years for Alien Ant Farm. 
Though they regrouped and produced a few 
more records, their time at centre-stage had 
passed. Yet ‘ANThology’ remains close to the 
hearts of many. “It was the most exciting 
time,” smiles Terry. “We were able to make 
a lasting impact on people’s lives, and that’s 
the craziest thing of all.”

‘ANThology’ is available via New Noize / 
DreamWorks. Alien Ant Farm tour the UK in 
January, performing the album in full. See 
the Gig Guide for dates.

“Performing on The TonighT Show wiTh Jay Leno, i couLd 
feel the weight of millions of eyes on me.”

DryDen Mitchell
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LESSON #1 
LET YOUR PASSION LEAD  
THE WAY
“The single most important thing I’ve 
learned in life is that you need to find what 
you’re passionate about and do everything 
you can to pursue it. When I was growing up 
my dad wanted me to take on his business, 
but I had no interest. I didn’t care about 
that life. From the age of 15 I knew music 
was what I wanted to dedicate my life to. 
Once I found music, it hit me like a fucking 
train and I put everything I had into it to 
make it work. I’d been introduced to music 
earlier by my grandfather but at that stage 
all I wanted to do was play videogames. 
But when it did hit me, I gave it everything 
I had. Find your passion and chase it until 
you can’t any more.”

LESSON #2 
DON’T LET PRIDE GET IN THE 
WAY OF ACCEPTING HELP
“When I was younger, I was always too 
hesitant about allowing anyone to help 
me. I was always very independent. I’ve just 
always wanted to do things myself, like, 
‘No one is ever going to tell me how to do 
anything!’ When I look back, I think, ‘Man, 
I could have really benefitted from some 
help.’ You need to be proud of yourself in 
this life, but don’t be too proud. Don’t let 
pride overcome your ability to learn from 
people who can help you. I was just too 
competitive and proud to listen to advice.”  

LESSON #3 
SUPPORT COMES IN  
MANY FORMS
“It’s funny now because my parents aren’t 
too fond of my tattoos and make-up, 
but they’ve always been supportive of 
me wanting to play music. Because they 
wanted me to follow my Dad and become 
an average American worker, I had a bad 
family life for a couple of years. But once 
they handled it, it’s gotten a lot better. That 
love and compassion from my parents 
helped me grow and reinforce my drive to 
follow this lifestyle. Without their support 
and blue-collar work ethics, I would not be 
where I am today. I may be living a ‘rock 
star lifestyle’, but I’m as blue-collar as they 
come. I love that about our band – we’re 
willing to really grind.”

LESSON #4 
DON’T LET HARD TIMES 
AFFECT EVERYTHING
“I went through some tough times in 
school. Unfortunately, some of the people 
giving me shit used to be my best friends. 
I became who I was and they became who 
they were and we moved apart. That hurt 
a lot and I built up a lot of internal anger 
and frustration. That’s another reason 
music helped me so much. It gave me an 
outlet. But high school was definitely a 
rough patch and I lost my way. I used to 
be a really good, straight A student but I 

stopped caring. I had a bad attitude like 
I was too cool for it. Like, ‘Science? What 
the hell am I ever going to need that for?’ 
and I started getting into trouble. Teachers 
weren’t too fond of me. I wish I hadn’t been 
so dismissive...”

LESSON #5 
HONESTY REALLY IS THE  
BEST POLICY
“[Writing that blog ‘Recess Is Over’, 
December 04, 2013] was a release in every 
way. To date, that was the biggest, most 
frustrated moment of my life. It was raging 
inside me, just dying to come out. I knew 
I would get shit from some people who 
wouldn’t like reading what I had to say, but 
I had to say it. Maybe it’s a little narcissistic 
of me to believe that people give a shit 
about what I have to say, but if it made you 
angry, it’s probably because you’re guilty 
of the things I was calling out. As long as 
people mean what they say I don’t mind, 
but you can look into someone’s eyes 
and tell when they’re full of shit. I did it so 
that we could build a real connection with 
fans, not some bullshit artifice. I want us 
to be a band that lives forever; who leave 
an imprint on people because I know how 
powerful that can be.”

Motionless In White’s latest album 
‘Reincarnate’ is out now on Fearless. 
The band tour the UK this month; see 
the Gig Guide for details.

LIFE
LESSONS

WITH HIS FACE PAINT, PIERCINGS AND TATTS, YOU PROBABLY THINK 
YOU’VE GOT THE MOTIONLESS IN WHITE MAN PEGGED.  

AND YOU’RE PROBABLY WAY OFF…

CHRIS MOTIONLESS
MOTIONLESS IN WHITE

“I MAY BE LIVING A
‘rock star lifestyle’,

But I’M As BLuE-coLLAr
[32] rocksound.tv
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Chris Motionless: his 
blue shirt must
be in the wash 

CHRIS MOTIONLESS

“I MAY BE LIVING A
‘rock star lifestyle’,

But I’M As BLuE-coLLAr



THE SONG I CAN TOTALLY NAIL  
AT KARAOKE
RIHANNA
‘rude boy’

“I’ve always wanted us to cover 
this! One of our managers has 
always told me that I sound like a 
rock version of Rihanna and I 
think we have the same timbre in 

our voices. So I sang it a couple of times at 
karaoke and I would say that I am actually pretty 
good at it!”

THE SONG THAT HELPS ME GO  
TO SLEEP
DAUGHTER
‘youTH’

“I can’t usually sleep with music 
on in the background, but I used 
to listen to Daughter a lot before 
bedtime. One time a friend made 
me a mix CD for my birthday and 

this track was on it. From that first listen, it was 
one of those songs that I was just like, ‘Oh my 
God.’ It’s incredible.”

THE SONG I KNOW THAT I SHOULDN’T 
LIKE BUT I DO
JUSTIN BIEBER
‘WHAT do you MeAN?’ 

“I usually own up to liking stupid 
songs. Right now, the one that 
some people would be like, ‘Why 
are you listening to that?!’ is 
‘What Do You Mean?’ by Justin 

Bieber. That’s my jam. I know for some people 
that would be considered a guilty pleasure, but 
for me there is no such thing. In fact, I will one 
hundred percent open up and admit that I love 
Justin Bieber!”  

THE SONG THAT MAKES ME WANT 
TO PARTY
MAJOR LAZER
‘LeAN oN’

“Over the past summer, this was 
the song that made me want to 
party the most. I don’t know what 
it is about it, but it’s just a huge 
banger. It’s intense but that just 

helps when you want to party.”

THE FIRST SONG THAT BROKE  
MY HEART
DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE
‘broTHerS oN A HoTeL bed’

“When that first chorus hits it 
totally kills me. When I first heard 
it, it had nice memories attached 
to it, but now it makes me miss 
the person that those memories 

were attached to. Now the lyrics resonate a lot 
more and it kind of has to do with that same 
person but in a very different way. But it’s just  
as depressing…” 

THE WORST SONG I HAVE  
EVER HEARD
JOURNEY 
‘doN’T SToP beLIeVIN’’

“I feel like once I hear a song I 
really don’t like, I just immediately 
skip it and I’m like, ‘I’m not going 
back to that!’ But the worst song 
I’ve ever heard – and I’m probably 

going to get a lot of hate for it – is this. I think I 
don’t like it because I associate it with people 
and a period in my life that I didn’t really like, so 
every time I hear it I’m just like, ‘Fuck that!’ It’s 
also just so cheesy. I’m really sorry if I’ve 
offended anyone!” 

THE GREATEST SONG I’VE  
EVER HEARD
FLORENCE AND THE MACHINE
‘CoSMIC LoVe’

“This is beautiful, lyrically and 
sonically. I first heard it when I 
was a sophomore in high school. 
A friend gave me a bunch of CDs 
and ‘Lungs’ was one of them. I 

was listening to it one day after school driving 
and that song came. I was like, ‘Oh my God, this 
is the song.’ It really hit me.”

THE SONG THAT SUMS UP WHERE 
I’M AT IN MY LIFE RIGHT NOW
FLORENCE AND THE MACHINE
‘VArIouS STorMS ANd SAINTS’

“It’s all about getting over 
someone, not giving your heart 
away and just being strong. It’s 
really intense, but lyrically it really 
hits home.” 

THE SONG I’M PROUDEST TO  
HAVE WRITTEN
PVRIS
‘HoLy’

 “It’s bold, honest and touches on 
a topic a lot of people don’t talk 
about. I feel like it hits hard and 
I’m proud of that. But there’s 
some on the next record that I’m 

really proud of too. I just can’t talk about them 
yet. It’s great to see the way ‘Holy’ gets crowds 
going too. A lot of people really get into it, even 
though it’s pretty intense, lyrically.” 
 
PVRIS tour the UK supporting Bring Me The 
Horizon this month; see the Gig Guide  
for details.

MY
TUNES

WHICH R&B DIVA DOES SHE SOUND LIKE? WHICH POP STAR DOES 
SHE LOVE? THE ANSWERS MAY JUST SURPRISE YOU…

LYNN GUNN
INTERVIEW: Mischa Pearlman  PHOTO: Adam Elmakias

PVRIS
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“I WILL ONE HUNDRED PER CENT OPEN
UP AND ADMIT THAT

I LOVE
justIn bIEbEr!”
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YOUNG GUNS
INSPECTOR: Gav Lloyd  EYEWITNESS: Ben Gibson

FIRING
LINE

IN THE

WHO HAS A TENDENCY TO GET NAKED AFTER A FEW DRINKS? 
WHO WANTS TO LEAVE A DEAD RAT IN DOWNING STREET?  
OUR FIRING SqUAD GRILL YOUNG GUNS TO GET THE ANSWERS... 

Thomas Kirby 
22, Northampton

Shannon Edghill 
20, Epsom

Sophia Simon-Bashall 
18, London

Willow Taylor 
17, London

Yasmin Forster 
18, Northampton

Meet the firing squad...

SOPHIA: IF YOU WERE TO SWAP PLACES 
IN THE BAND, WHO WOULD DO WHAT?
Gustav Wood (vocals): “Drums looks so 
satisfying to do really well. We don’t know 
anyone that can do it really well.”
Fraser Taylor (guitar): “I think Ben would be 
desperate to be the frontman.”
Ben Jolliffe (drums): “Nah, I think I’d 
probably be the bassist.”
Simon Mitchell (bass): “I’d play drums 
because I’m always tapping on things.” 
John Taylor (guitar): “Simon’s a one-man 
band. He’ll do everything. Sometimes when 
we get a little drunk, Simon will give us 
a show. He basically goes through every 
instrument. He’ll be jamming along to 
something – he’ll air drum, then air vocal, 
then air guitar to it.” 
Simon: “I can definitely have quite a lot of 
fun by myself.”
Gustav: “We were in America recently and 
we tended to have a lot of parties on the bus. 
I went outside one day and when I looked up 
the door was open. There was just this little 
rectangle of light, but then Si storms out in 
just boxers and a T-shirt doing a one-man 
mosh, air-kicks... everything!”

Simon: “The sad thing is I’m really trying to 
impress. I’m having a good time and I want 
everyone to have a great time with me.” 

YASMIN: IF YOU HAD TO LIVE IN THE 
WORLD OF ANY VIDEO GAME, WHAT 
WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
Ben: “I’d want to play football so FIFA.”
Gustav: “But what would your life be like?”
Ben: “Probably just aimlessly running around 
all the time.”
Gustav: “Would you want that?”
Ben: “Probably not, I’d be knackered.”
Simon: “I was going to say Street Fighter, but 
maybe not for my whole life.”
Gustav: “Who would you be?”
Simon: “E. Honda.”
Gustav: “If I could be Snake, I’d probably say 
Metal Gear Solid because it’s my favourite 
game ever.”
John: “Candy Crush so I could just eat 
absolutely everything.”
Simon: “I’d be Mario in Mario Kart. Except 
for the last level where you’re in space and 
fall off all the time.”
Fraser: “You only fall off if you’re not very 
good, to be fair.”

Simon: “I’d like to think I’d be pretty good if 
that’s all I was doing with my life.”

THOMAS: IF YOU WERE IN CHARGE OF 
THE COUNTRY FOR A WEEK, WHAT 
WOULD YOU DO?
Simon: “I’d have a massive pizza party, 
everyone can have pizza.”
Ben: “You could have a pizza party anyway.”
Simon: “Yeah, if I could do anything in the 
world it would be have pizza, that’s worrying 
isn’t it?”
Ben: “Arrange the biggest music festival of 
all time. Lock down all the houses and make 
the whole country a festival.”
Gustav: “‘Well, it’s been a good week, 
glad you had fun. Unfortunately there’s no 
housing left. I’m done.’”
Simon: “The whole country could be a 
festival with a band playing at the end of 
each road.” 
John: “I’d spend all the tax money on sending 
myself into space.” 
Fraser: “I’d turn Number 10 into something, 
just make it really annoying for whoever 
came after me. Leave dead rats about.”
John: “If you were in charge of the whole 

#selfielife
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The face of a man dreaming of dogs 
walking humans. Terrifying...

#selfielife

country and you could do anything, you’d 
leave a dead rat in a house?”
Fraser: “Yeah, you could do anything to that 
house. Who would come in next? That’s the 
real question.”
Ben: “I’m not bothered about that. I just want 
to party for a week.”
Gustav: “Yeah, a week’s national holiday. 
Everyone can have the week off, full pay.”
Ben: “Dogs can run everything.”
Gustav: “When you leave you’ve got to put a 
dog in charge.”
Simon: “There could be a mass dog-walking 
day, I reckon.”
Ben: “I want everyone’s dogs to be in a big 
field for a week so I could play with them all.”
Simon: “You can really see our interests – 
pizza and dogs.”
John: “The dogs could walk the humans… 
This is getting weird.”

SHANNON: WHO DRINKS THE MOST 
ON TOUR AND WHAT’S THEIR WORST 
DRUNK MOMENT?
Simon: “I drink the least but have the worst 
reaction to it. I have a tendency to get naked 
and it doesn’t take much, that’s the scary 
thing. It’s unpredictable as well, suddenly I’m 
running around with a basket on my head.”
Gustav: “We once had a flight to Japan at 

five in the morning. We were up drinking 
until two or three, and we were late so we got 
a taxi back to the hotel.”
Ben: “They were annoyed that we had 
come so late and then we saw Si walk past 
completely naked with a laundry basket on 
his head, holding a can of tuna.”
Simon: “I’m a terrible human being.”
Gustav: “A lot of nakedness goes on, I think 
it’s a band thing. When we’re drinking, 
someone usually ends up naked.” 

SOPHIA: WHICH TAYLOR SWIFT SONG 
BEST DEFINES YOUR LIFE?
Simon: “I know ‘Shake It Off’ has been played 
a lot, but when it came out we listened to 
that before every show.” 
Fraser: “We listened to ‘I Knew You Were 
Trouble’ a lot when we were on tour with 
Your Demise.” 
Gustav: “We were sharing a bus with 
them for about six months. We did a fake 
Christmas. I don’t know why, it was October! 
We did secret Santa and I got [Your Demise 
drummer] Tailby a Taylor Swift live DVD, we 
must have watched it about a hundred times, 
if not more.” 
Fraser: “I’m going to have to say ‘I Knew You 
Were Trouble’.”
Gustav: “No way!”

“WE NEARLY GOT BEATEN UP
 IN A KEBAB SHOP

WHILE HOLDING OUR
HIGH HEELS.”

BEN JOLLIFFE
“Anybody fancy walking some dogs?!” 



Young Guns forever.

Yes, Gus. Farts.

...and now we know why. Farts.

Simon seems amused...

Ben: “‘Bad Blood’?”
Gustav: “Yeah, I know it’s been everywhere, 
but when we first picked that record up I 
thought that song was unbelievable. We’ve 
nearly covered it so many times, but we 
always step back. So yeah, I probably reckon 
‘Bad Blood’.”

WILLOW: IF YOU COULD MARRY ANY 
FICTIONAL CHARACTER, WHO WOULD IT 
BE AND WHY?
John: “Jessica Rabbit.”
Fraser: “It’s really weird how fast you 
answered that.”
John: “She’s the ultimate cartoon babe!”
Gustav: “I used to fancy April O’Neil from 
the original Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
cartoon when I was a kid.”
Simon: “Ariel? Or maybe Belle from Beauty 
And The Beast?”
John: “I don’t know why we’re all going 
for cartoons, she said fictional. It could be 
absolutely anyone.”
Simon: “We fancy cartoons.” 
Gustav: “So it could be characters in a film?”
Fraser: “But then they’re real people, where’s 
the line?”
Ben: “You could fall in love with their 
character. It’s not all about looks, Fraser.”
Fraser: “Maybe Lara Croft?”
Gustav: “Yeah, everyone tried that cheat.”
John: “I’m not going to lie, I used to make her 
run into walls just so she’d make that sound.”

YASMIN: WHICH ONE OF YOU WOULD 
MAKE THE BEST GIRL?
Ben: “I remember when Si dressed up as a 
girl and he looked great.”
Si: “I think you fancied me! Facial structure-
wise, I’d say Gus.”
Gustav: “Not so much now because I look 
scruffy, but I’ve been told that before.” 
John: “On my last holiday, I got my girlfriend 
to put make-up on me to try and make me 
look as beautiful as possible.”
Simon: “Did you enjoy it?”
John: “I enjoyed the idea of it, I was like, 
‘I’m going to look so fucking hot’. In reality I 
looked terrifying!”
Gustav: “Last Halloween we were on tour 
with You Me At Six and we got dressed up as 
pirates, but we just looked like women.”
Simon: “I went as Tina Turner once, Fraser 
went as Lady Gaga.” 
Ben: “We nearly got beaten up in a kebab 
shop while holding our high heels.”
Simon: “We were in this kebab shop, it was 
pissing it down with rain and this guy was 
like, ‘I’m going to start on him’.”
Ben: “When you go to a mate’s house party 
it’s fine, but if you leave and go to one place 
and everyone wants to kill you. But we’re still 
always trying to be girls.”

“WHEN WE’RE DRINKING, SOMEONE 
USUALLY ENDS UP NAKED.”

GUSTAV WOOD

Young Guns’ latest album ‘Ones And 
Zeros’ is available now on Virgin EMI.
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AWARDS

BLACK VEIL BRIDES
It was no real surprise to find the main hall of 
Alexandra Palace at capacity for the headlining 
set by Black Veil Brides. It didn’t take long for 
the band to justify their billing either. Taking to 
the stage as five silhouettes basked in red light, 
there was clear that this is now a band who are 
rock stars in the purest sense of the phrase. Huge 
flames surrounded the band as they ran through a 
thrilling hour of hits, ranging from a fist-pumping 
‘Heart Of Fire’ to an emotionally-charged ‘Fallen 
Angels’, as hearts raced throughout. Culminating 
in a shirtless Andy Biersack leading his comrades 
through an absolutely massive, confetti-packed 
‘In The End’ to an army of devoted fans, this was a 
dominant and devastating performance.

THE CHAD KROEGER CROWN FOR 
BEING PROPER ROCK STARS
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THE WORD ALIVE
Warped Tour UK didn’t get off to 
the most ideal of starts. Technical 
difficulties led to things running later 
than planned, with The Word Alive 
tasked with kicking off to a crowd 
that were still slowly filling in from 
outside. All credit to the Arizona 
lot then for showing no signs of 
being disheartened. If anything, it 
only spurred them on to play with 
even more vigour. All five members 
bounced around the stage like they’d 
been spending the previous couple of 
hours chugging down energy drinks. 
Their enthusiasm was rewarded by 
more and more people heading their 
way and a feeling of snatching victory 
from the jaws of defeat.

ATTILA
Without question one of the most 
divisive bands on the Warped bill, 
even Attila’s staunchest haters would 
have to (begrudgingly) admit they 
were absolutely superb at whipping 
the crowd into a frenzy. In a scene 
full of generic metalcore Fronz and 
Co. repeatedly prove that they are an 
expletive full welcome alternative. 
They came to raise hell at Warped and 
they pulled it off with aplomb. Their 
set causes absolute bedlam, including 
the biggest circle pit of the day around 
the sound desk to ‘Shots For The Boys’. 
Seriously, it was like a scene from a war 
movie out there.

THE RED CUP AWARD FOR 
SERVICES TO PARTYING

THE MOSH SHORTS AWARD FOR 
EARLY ENTHUSIASM

AWARDS

ASKING ALEXANDRIA

THE ALAN PARTRIDGE AWARD FOR 
BOUNCING BACK

After those pesky cancelled 
shows in Manchester 
and London earlier this 
year, there was always 
going to be a lot riding on 
Asking Alexandria's first 
appearance in the UK with 
new singer Denis Stoff. You 
could have forgiven the guy 
for being a little timid, a 
little unsure of himself and 
downright green, frankly. But 
incredibly, he was none of 
those things. Somehow, the 
new guy looked, sounded 
and felt like he'd been in 
the fold forever and what 

a set of pipes he brings to 
the band. He even got the 
crowd chanting good-
natured obscenities toward 
his new best buds. The 
cheeky blighter. There were 
big moments where it all 
fell into place, too but when 
‘I Won't Give In’ hit it felt 
particularly poignant. ‘The 
Final Episode’ encore was 
another. What could have 
been a total disaster turned 
out to be anything but. Now 
cast your mind back to the 
start of this year – did you 
really believe <<this>> band 
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AWARDS

CREEPER
There are good bands, there are bad 
bands and then there are special 
bands. Creeper definitely fall into the 
latter category. While the south coast 
gang have been on the road quite a 
bit already this year, Warped was yet 
another display that was nothing short 
of jaw-dropping. Believe the hype. 
Big things are coming this lot’s way if 
there’s any justice in the world. Punk 
rock with an air of mystery, delivered 
with the level of emotion capable of 
making hearts burst, this band are 
simply magical. And that’s with just 
two EPs to their name so far. Based on 
this showing, Creeper could very well 
be headlining occasions like this in the 
future.

MOOSE BLOOD
It’s getting a little embarrassing now, 
this. All year long, Moose Blood have 
been turning up to these kinds of 
things, in the middle-to-latter part of 
the bill – Slam Dunk, Reading & Leeds 
and finally, Warped – and every time 
they’ve stolen the bloody show. And 
yep, it happened again. Playing all the 
highlights from debut album, ‘I’ll Keep 
You In Mind From Time To Time’, it 
leaves you wondering just mega they’ll 
be when they have another album to 
play with. Among the coterie of UK 
bands to believe in right now, Moose 
Blood are one of the most important. 
This was further proof.

THE WALT DISNEY AWARD FOR
SPELLBINDING PERFORMANCE

THE LIGHT-FINGERERED GONG FOR 
REPEATED THIEVERY

METRO STATION
It was six years ago when this lot 
last played in the UK. That was long 
enough for most people inside Ally 
Pally to have forgotten all about them, 
which makes their hero’s welcome all 
the more surprising and strange. But 
according to much-maligned frontman 
Trace Cyrus on stage, “This time 
Metro Station are here to stay.” Within 
seconds of recent 'Gold' EP standout 
'She Likes Girls', the tone was set. It 
was all very tongue-in-cheek, but taken 
for what it is, you couldn’t help but 
have a whole lot of fun watching. There 
were shout outs to Fronz and Ronnie 
Radke. There were guitars played but 
they were barely audible over the 
synths. But none of it really mattered.  
It was obvious what everyone had 
come for and Metro Station knew 
it too, bringing things to a natural 
conclusion with the stupidly catchy 
silliness of breakthrough hit ‘Shake It'. 

THE 'WHO NEEDS A SHIRT 
ANYWAY?' AWARD
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HEY!
HANDS UP

POP-PUNK!
LOVE

IF YOU

 IN 2015 IT FEELS LIKE PRETTY MUCH EVERYONE HAS

 JOINED THE PARTY AND FALLEN UNDER ITS SPELL. 

 OF ITS KEY PROPONENTS TO FIND OUT WHY THEIR

 SCENE IS PREPPING FOR A HEAD ON COLLISION
SO WHAT BETTER TIME TO CATCH UP WITH FIVE

 WITH SUPERSTARDOM?

THE QUESTION IS WHO DOESN’T LOVE POP-PUNK?

WORDS: Andy Biddulph
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T
here’s always 
been more to pop-
punk than eating pizza, 
loving your friends and 
hating your dad.
Rewind a decade and 

pop-punk bands were everywhere 
you turned. Yellowcard were on the radio, 
Simple Plan were infiltrating the pop world 
and Benji Madden from Good Charlotte 
was plastered all over celebrity gossip 
magazines. That’s before you’ve even 
considered the fact that Green Day had 
just pumped out one of the greatest rock 
albums of all time and Blink-182 were 
travelling the world lighting a huge sign that 
read ‘FUCK’ on fire every night.
If pop-punk ever had glory days, those  
were it.
But just a couple of years later, there was 
nothing. Three chords and pogoing were 
phased out by breakdowns and mosh calls, 
and instead of wearing Dickies and skating, 
kids were straightening their fringes and 
snaking into the tightest jeans they could 
find. Metalcore had come to the fore, and 
with its arrival signaled the departure of The 
Good Old Days. Blink headed off on hiatus, 
bands split, and bands downsized. The 
scene was dead.
Until now.
In 2015, pop-punk has brought sold out 
arenas, worldwide Number One albums and 
a whole new wave of thrilling new bands. 
It’s been a watershed year, but not many 
saw it coming.

THE VIEW 
FROM ABROAD 

Vans Warped Tour founder Kevin 
Lyman has a unique point of view in 
that he saw pop-punk’s first wave – 
the likes of Blink-182, Simple Plan and 
New Found Glory – build and crash 
through on his tour. And he reckons 
there’s a similar feeling about the class 
of 2015, too…
“I think it feels the same,” he says. 
“For kids there’s that reaction where 
music got very heavy for a moment, 
and pop-punk is kind of that counter 
reaction for them. 
“Now we’re just kind of going through 
the circle of bands. I’m having 
discussions with bands from that first 
scene of pop-punk who want to come 
back and play Warped again. It never 
goes away, but it just goes down when 
kids want to start singing along and 
having fun again.”
And having fun – which all told is what 
pop-punk is truly about – really is what 
it’s all about.
“Ultimately music touches you 
emotionally, but in so many ways 
it releases you to have fun,” smiles 
Kevin. “Where we’ve got so many 
different things going on in the world, 
sometimes it’s nice to have fun and 
sing along with the bands.” 

“It was such a DIY, 
underground thing,” says 
State Champs vocalist Derek 
DiScanio. “We didn’t know 
[pop-punk] could be taken 
to the level that it’s at now.”

“The herd kind of thinned out a little bit,” 
nods All Time Low’s Alex Gaskarth, who at 
just 27 is practically a scene veteran after 
weathering the genre’s leaner years and still 
managing to lead his band to topping charts 
worldwide in April.
All Time Low sold out multiple arenas 
with You Me At Six, headlined Wembley 
Arena all on their own and made a heroic 
appearance at Reading & Leeds Festival in 
the space of six months, and the biggest 
year of their career was all down to one 
band and one album. 
“At the end of the day it’s all because Jack 
showed me ‘Enema Of The State’ in seventh 
grade and I was like, ‘Yeah, that looks like 
fun,’” he smiles. “It’s pretty crazy!”
“We were high school kids,” he shrugs. “We 
had ambitions and we had dreams and we 
saw other bands doing it, but I don’t think 
anyone had a practical idea of how the fuck 
to do that.”
The fact they sold 80,000 copies of their 
latest album ‘Future Hearts’ in the first week 
alone suggests they figured out how the 
fuck to do that along the way, but for the 
first time in a long time, they weren’t alone 
this year. Neck Deep and State Champs both 
shifted tonnes of albums and sold out shows 
across the planet, As It Is conquered 

"THE ONLY CHANCE

WE HAVE IS

RIGHT NOW."
Derek DiScanio, State Champs
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Warped Tour after their debut full-length 
and The Wonder Years enjoyed their biggest 
commercial success to date. 
Big numbers are all well and good, but it 
begs the question – is this a real return to 
the glory days or a one-off? 
“There was a time when you could turn on 
pop radio and hear Green Day, Blink-182, 
Yellowcard, Simple Plan, Good Charlotte… 
All of those bands were considered almost 
A-list celebrities back then, which is insane,” 
recalls Derek. “If it could ever be brought 
back to a time like that, it would have to be 
soon. The only chance we have is right now 
when everything is fresh and exciting again.
“That’s being shown with a band like 5 
Seconds Of Summer, who’ve taken Top 40 
radio while playing guitars, drums and bass 
and merged them together. And look where 
they are – they’re at the top of the game,”  
he continues.  
“Can any other bands like us take it that far 
while still being true to their roots? I don’t 
know, but we’re gonna try...”
And what’s more, they’re going to try doing 
it together.

I
f you think of any 
movement in music 
ever, there’s always 
been controversy, 
infighting and drama. 
Screamo bands 

changed members so 
often it almost seemed like 

AND WHAT ABOUT TEAM UK?
“Neck Deep really connected over here [on Warped Tour], so there’s a big love-in with 
UK bands and the Warped Tour right now,” says Vans Warped Tour boss Kevin Lyman.
It may have taken a while to come around, but the UK finally 
seems ready to take on the pop-punk world. There’s Neck 
Deep’s fellow Liverpool-via-Wrexham scamps WSTR,   
who released an awesome EP (plus two contenders 
for video of the year), Trash Boat signed to Hopeless 
Records and Blackpool boys Boston Manor released a 
big, blue EP towards the end of the year, too. And that’s 
barely scratching the surface. You don’t need a North 
American accent to pogo, after all…

TRASH BOAT

ROAM

LIGHT you up
Boston manor

2,637,435
The number of UK pop-punk 

bands we’ve hearD this year. 
The scene is Thriving.

 rocksound.tv [59]
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a waste of time learning people’s names, 
while even the likes of Austin Carlile and 
Craig Mabbitt fronted multiple bands in 
the time when metalcore came to the fore. 
And don’t even get us started on how many 
projects Jonny Craig has hopped in and out 
of over the last decade.
That doesn’t happen in pop-punk. Instead, 
it’s populated by people who’ve known each 
other for years and get along. There’s so 
many bands competing for so little airspace, 
but everyone coexists.
“It’s like a big community,” nods Derek.
Rather than taking out bands who’ll sell the 
most tickets or buy their way onto tours, 
they take out bands they like, bands they’re 
friends with and bands they think their 
fans will be into. It feels like any local scene 
around the world, except it’s on a huge scale.

Everyone seems nice, too. During the 
photoshoot for this feature, Derek falls 
flat on his backside. Whereas with some 
bands we’d be waiting with bated breath to 
see if he’ll storm out, he laughs it off. Each 
interviewee gushes about different people 
on the cover, whether it’s Neck Deep’s 
Ben Barlow calling Alex “the most down 
to earth dude ever” or The Wonder Years’ 
Dan ‘Soupy’ Campbell chuckling that, “Jack 
[Barakat, All Time Low] texts me at least 
once a week for fantasy football advice.”
“You’re looking for the older bands to 
treat you with respect and give you an 
opportunity,” says Alex 
Gaskarth. “I remember when we 
were that age and coming up, 
there were a lot of jaded assholes 
out there! I remember being on 

the Warped Tour circuit and the older crowd 
was never – at least at first – that welcoming 
to new bands. I vowed then that if we stay a 
band, and I’m ever in those shoes never to 
be that cynical dude that closed the door on 
new music and new bands.
“It’s important to help out new bands 
because they’re the ones making things 
exciting again.”
“To be successful, there are four things you 
need to do,” agrees Dan. “You need to be 
good, you need to work hard, you need 
a little luck, but the most important 

part? You really can’t be a 
dick!” he laughs.

trying to do it!"
WE'vE just nEvEr bothErEd

LOVED POP-PUNK...
"thE uK hAs ALWAys

BEN BARLOW, NECK DEEP



NOT DEAD YET
The presence of these fresh young faces doesn’t mean the old crowd are done, 
though. Oh no. The genre’s kings Blink-182 lost a legend in their well-publicised break-
up with Tom DeLonge, but gained another when Alkaline Trio’s Matt Skiba joined 
their ranks and set about writing a brand new album.
New Found Glory continued to prove that pop-punk is not dead (duh) with a clutch of 
storming festival performances, Deryck Whibley recovered from his alcohol-induced 
wobble, gave some old bandmates a call and is now working on a brand new Sum 
41 album, while there are strong rumours that the likes of Good Charlotte might be 
stirring, too…
Also, Simple Plan recorded a song with Nelly. So there was that.

trying to do it!"
WE'vE just nEvEr bothErEd

LOVED POP-PUNK...

S
o we know there’s something 
special happening and that 
everyone involved loves each 
other, but why is pop-punk 
back in such a big way?
Well, the world is fucked. 

When things are looking bleak, it’s 
bands who either provide something 

to stand for or a complete escape  
who thrive. 
“If you go back 
to that period 
of time when 

Blink and Sum 41 
became popular over 

here, our country wasn’t 
in the best shape,” says 
Warped Tour founder 
Kevin Lyman.

GREEN DAY

NEW FOUND GLORY

Sum 41

128
the combined age of green 
day members. that’s four 
years older than all five 

of our cover stars put 
together! 
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He has a point. What did you listen to when 
you were first getting into rock music? Was 
it pop-punk? A theory is that these bands 
provide a youthful escape to everyday life.
“We’re all about keeping things young and 
fun,” Seaway frontman Ryan Locke told us 
earlier this year. “Pop-punk keeps us young.”
That’s perhaps why some people sometimes 
don’t take pop-punk as seriously as they 
could, but in 2015 it’s not just full of people 
singing about bums and poo.
“There’s a bit more passion now,” says  
Ben Barlow.
“It’s not necessarily what you’d expect any 
more,” Patty agrees. “It’s got a bit more 
depth and emotion than it possibly used to. 
It’s a very exciting genre to be a part of right 
now. It’s been a great year.”
“I can be the first to admit that some people 
treat pop-punk as a joke,” adds Knuckle 
Puck’s Kevin Maida, “but it’s possible to put 
out real music that has depth and meaning.”
Another factor might just be timing. The kids 
who grew up listening to the first wave of 
pop-punk are in their early to mid-twenties 
now, much like pretty much everyone who 
is a part of the genre’s new breed. That’s no 
coincidence, argues As It Is frontman  
Patty Walters. 
“To see kids discovering pop-punk as young 
as I was when I discovered it gives me great 
hope,” he says. “It was discovering pop-punk 
when I was 10 or 11 years old that kept it so 
important to me and it has a special place 
in my heart because I was so young. That’s 
why I’ve never really grown out of it.”
So maybe bands are just making the music 
they actually like. Patty namechecks The 
Wonder Years as a huge influence, while 
Neck Deep wear their Blink-182 fanboyism 
proudly and prominently on their sleeves.
“I think hearing ‘All Killer No Filler’ for the 
first time in my dad's rental car was when I 
knew that was what I wanted to do,” nods 
Alex Adam from Eastbourne crew ROAM, 
who are gearing up to release their debut 
album in January via Hopeless Records.

be a dick!"

a
ll Time Low are different in that 
respect. They were stuck in the no-
man’s land after Blink-182 and Fall 
Out Boy breaking and before the 
new crew, meaning they had to get 
by without a scene backing them 

up, which makes their success just that little 
bit more impressive.
“I think there was sort of a lull where there 
wasn’t a whole lot coming out from the 
genre that felt fresh,” he explains. “It felt a 
little bit stale and that nothing was being 
done to progress the scene. We got lucky 
and a couple of other bands got lucky and 
managed to do what they could to get 
through it and stay relevant.
“The sound’s changed a little bit, but the 
mentality is the same – get in a van, crash 
on people’s floors if you have to – do 
whatever it takes to get to the next show,” 
he continues... 
“It’s cool to know that we’ve had this natural 
progression to where we are now,” he 
reflects. “It’s hilarious to look back and see 
these awkward, gangly group of kids out of 

Part? Don’t

dan campbell, the wonder years

41/50
Total Rock Sound review 

score of albums released by 
this month’s cover stars.

"the most ImPortant
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BEST OF THE REST 
So we know how pop-punk’s leading lights have done, but there are so many other 
amazing bands right on their heels. In just the past 11 months…
Seaway and Knuckle Puck released album of the year contenders, The Story So Far 
continued to do whatever the hell they like and were rewarded 
with their biggest album and tours yet and Chunk! No, 
Captain Chunk! ripped up the easycore scrapbook and 
sparked a revival all of their own. 
Four Year Strong brought out a self-titled album 
and grew bigger beards, Man Overboard continued 
defending in their own inimitable way and a little band 
called 5 Seconds Of Summer continued their journey into 
the stratosphere with their epic new album ‘Sounds Good 
Feels Good’.
And even deeper into 2015 pop-punk, Hit The Lights managed 
to release the album of their lives over a decade into their career in 
the shape of ‘Summer Bones’, while Forever Came Calling registered a stellar acoustic 
show under the Rock Sound tent at Vans Warped Tour UK. Seriously, it was  
pretty special.

SEAWAY

MAN OVERBOARD

BE A Dick!"
Part? Don’t

Dan campbell, the wonder years

high school with not very good haircuts and 
wearing neon T-shirts and shit.”

O
f all of the bands on the cover of this 
magazines, none have had a rise 
quite as rapid as Neck Deep, but 
that’s not all the UK had to offer  
in 2015.
Blighty went big this year. Really big. 

A couple of bands aside, we’ve never been 
all that great at pop-punk. As ROAM’s Alex 
Adam says, that all changed thanks to two 
of this month’s cover stars. “Neck Deep 
really paved the path for a hell of a lot of 
bands to follow. The UK really didn't have 
much of a scene at all until those guys took 
it by storm,” he says. “Admittedly, pop-punk 
has come really far since then, but it's bands 
like them and As It Is that make it possible 
for bands like us to have a shot at the  
same success.”
“The US has always had an abundance of 
[pop-punk bands], but it’s always appealed 
to the UK,” shrugs Ben. “The UK has always 
loved pop-punk but we’ve never really 
bothered trying to do it!”
Now they are bothering, and the whole 
2015 scene has been tied together with 
such youthful exuberance that Alex and 
Dan – both still young men at 27 and 29 
respectively – are the scene’s old heads. 
With the likes of Derek, Ben and Patty 
stepping up to the mark, pop-punk has 
just the right mix of experience, youthful 
optimism and raw talent to go even bigger 
than before next year.
All Time Low are playing to almost 60,000 
people on their UK tour in February, while 
Neck Deep and State Champs are set to 
embark on a world tour together.
Is there any reason the likes of State 
Champs and Neck Deep can’t be doing the 
same in three or four years’ time? They’ve 
already had a taste, after all…
“Going to Australia to do the 5SOS tour and 
getting off the plane in Sydney, there were 

2
Festivals that were pretty 
much taken over by pop-punk 
this year. We’re looking at 
you, Slam Dunk and Reading 

& Leeds. Nice job.

693
crowdsurfers we’ve seen at 

pop-punk shows this  
year alonE.

34
metric tonnes of beard grown 
by the members of Four year 

strong in 2015. probably.

the story so far

"the most ImPortant
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hundreds of people waiting for 
us,” chuckles Derek. “There we 
were sweaty and tired in our 
sweatpants and beanies, walking 
off the plane and everyone’s 
screaming and getting pictures 
and stuff. We’re like, ‘This wasn’t 
supposed to happen at all!’”
“I want to be doing that shit! I want 
to be playing arenas,” exclaims 
Ben. “I don’t think anybody will 
ever be the Blink-182 of this 
genre because I think Blink-
182 are in a league of their 
own, but you look at bands 
from that era and they were 
all playing arenas. Even then it 
still died out. If we could ever get 
it to where we can put pop-punk in 
arenas, then fucking hell that’s where you 
want to be.
“I don’t think it’ll ever be like pop music 
where it becomes manufactured, but to 
play an arena as an alternative band is 
the greatest achievement because you’ve 
probably got there without being arseholes 
and selling out,” he concludes.  

“No matter what people 
say about how bands get 
where they get, it will never 
be as poisonous as actual 
mainstream pop music, so 
it’ll always be a massive, 
massive achievement.”
“The ones that stick around 
and stand the test of time 

are going to do great things,” 
predicts Alex, while Patty 
adds: “I see more and more 
bands coming up and 
being established.  
It’s more a matter of what 
we do with this genre, 

where we choose to take it.”
“2015 was definitely the 

biggest outbreak. It was like, 
‘Okay, now we’re at a point where 

what’s next, can we take it even further?’ 
agrees Derek. 
Can you take this further?
“Oh yeah.”
It’s about to get rowdy…

DEARLY 
DEPARTED

Pour one out for the bands we’ve lost 
this year. We’re looking at you, Fireworks, 
A Loss For Words, Hostage Calm, Save 
Your Breath et al. None of this would be 
possible without you.

FIREWORKS

HOSTAGE CALM

70,000
Copies of All Time Low’s 

‘Future Hearts’ shifted in 
the first week of sale 

in the US. Seventy 
thousand.
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if you have to -

But the MeNtaLity iS the SaMe -

do whatever it takes...."

"the SouNd'S chaNged,

aLeX Gaskarth, aLLtiMe Low

get iN a vaN, craSh oN fLoorS
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E very generation needs an icon. Whether it’s Kurt 
Cobain giving voice to the disenchanted ‘90s or 
Gerard Way leading The Black Parade, certain 
charismatic figureheads act as lightning rods for the 
hopes, fears and furies of their peers and channel 
them into art that no one can ignore. 
While not quite up there with those names just yet, 

Halsey – aka 21-year-old Ashley Frangipane – is walking a similar 
path. Combining the fearless, radical spirit of alternative culture with 
a striking and distinctive pop slant, she’s winning hearts and minds 
worldwide. But this isn’t just her revolution – it’s yours, too.
Right now, Halsey is jumping barricades wherever you look. Her 
debut album ‘Badlands’ reached Number Two on the US Billboard 
200 and Number Nine on the UK Albums Chart. Her upcoming UK 
tour – where she’ll play to over 10,000 people – sold out in a matter of 
minutes. Put simply, Halsey is a phenomenon – and the best bit is, this 
is just the beginning.
If there’s one common theme running through Halsey’s ascent, it’s 
complete and often brutal honesty. The songs on ‘Badlands’ cover a 
broad range of human experience – lust, loss, confusion, hope and 
mental turmoil – with minimal self-censorship. This is an artist who’s 
prepared to lay everything on the line, regardless of the consequences.
Growing up in New Jersey, the budding artist was inspired not just by 
her own experiences, but those of the other young people around her. 

Speaking to All Things Go late last year, she reflected on those early, 
pivotal and ultimately formative years. 
“I had tattoos in high school, had the sides of my head shaved and 
I dressed weird… age-old artist story,” she explained.  “But it was 
watching kids lead a really destructive life in such a cinematic way 
that really affected me. Of course I got into my fair share of trouble, 
but a lot of my songs – while also autobiographical – are narratives of 
what people around me were up to.”
Adopting the stage name Halsey from a street in New York and an 
anagram of her name, she kick-started her musical career with the 
2014 self-release of ‘Ghost’. The frank, sexually-charged single made 
an immediate impact online and drew interest from a range of high-
rolling record labels. 
“I pride myself in being authentic,” she explained in an interview with 
Fuse, earlier this year. “…On having a shock value to what I do – that 
crosses a gender barrier, that owns an androgyny, that owns a certain 
sexuality that male artists get away with that female artists haven't 
been able to so far.”
A record deal with Universal Music imprint AstralWerks soon 
materialised and Halsey released her debut EP, ‘Room 93’. Its sound 
was rooted in electro-pop, but with an unmistakable alternative edge. 
Even with major label backing, this vision was hers and hers alone. 
“Halsey is a natural lyricist and songwriter,” notes Charlie Hugall, 
co-writer and co-producer of the song ‘Haunting’ [as featured on 

HALSEY IS TAKING OVER.  
BREAKING BOUNDARIES AND EXPLORING 
HER OWN BADLANDS, THE NEW QUEEN 

OF ALTERNATIVE POP HAS BEEN BUILDING 
A WHOLE CULTURE FOR HER FANS.  

BUT DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT… 
WORDS: Rob Sayce   PHOTOS: Håvard Jørstad
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‘Badlands’]. “She’s very definite in what she wants 
to write about, what she wants to do. On one hand 
she’s like a pop artist, but there’s a whole other 
conceptual side to her too.”
Halsey soon made the road her home, befriending 
everyone from Twenty One Pilots to 5 Seconds Of 
Summer along the way. Slowly, but undeniably, the 
world began to take notice. 

S till, no one was prepared for 
‘Badlands’. A deeply personal concept 
record (exploring a dystopian society 
as a metaphor for Halsey’s mindset), 
it speaks directly to a generation 
strung between youth and uncertain 

adulthood. It’s outsider art dressed up as pop and in 
‘New Americana’ features an anthem that means as 
much to some as ‘Smells Like Teen Spirit’ or ‘Basket 
Case’ ever did. Touching on everything from artistic 
roots (“Raised on Biggie and Nirvana”) to equal 
marriage rights, it is the song of the moment.
“The song… turned out to be somewhat of a 
prophecy,” notes co-writer Kalkutta. “Gay marriage 
wasn’t legal nationwide when we wrote this, nor 
was recreational marijuana legal in any state yet. [It] 
came together in an incredibly organic way.”
Though some might bristle at the notion of co-
writers and multiple producers being involved – with 
Norwegian producer Lido taking the instrumental 
reins throughout – it’s clear that Halsey’s vision 
is at the heart of everything she releases. That 
even extends to music videos, like the epic ‘New 
Americana’ clip.
“She’s a very intense person, full of ideas and 
passion,” says the video’s director, Jonathan 
Desbiens. “When she looks at you, she looks deep 
into your soul. The things she put herself through 
filming that video, most stars would never attempt, 
but she did it with such personality and charisma. 
She wanted to show you her Badlands, even if 
it meant getting hurt, or having to brave a really 
extreme environment.”
If Halsey doesn’t actually make rock music, she 
certainly speaks its language. Shot through with 
defiance, introspection, night drives and neon lights, 
‘Badlands’ has united a diverse group of young 
people under one unwavering banner. And she’s 
using it to construct a whole new world for her 
devotees – a community as complex and engaging 
as Halsey herself.
“When she first came onstage in Scottsdale, Arizona 
she straight out said, ‘If you don't start respecting 
each other I will stop this fucking show until you 
decide to,’” remembers fan, Orrie Forgét. “She wants 
people to realise their demons, to talk about things 
and make an impact, even if it's something small.”
“She's honest and unapologetic,” reckons Matt 
Brown. “It's refreshing to see her, as a proud 
bisexual, biracial artist with bipolar disorder, 
standing up for herself and standing up for others. 
She breaks barriers.”
“The things she writes about are raw and you can 
tell she doesn’t do it with the intent to become radio 
famous,” says Cassidy Scolpino. “She treats you 
as an equal. She’ll often spends hours meeting as 

many of her friends (as she calls them) as possible 
because she knows how much those few seconds 
could mean to someone. ‘Gasoline’ gives me a sense 
of closeness to her. It makes you realise everyone 
is going through their own struggles… that you 
shouldn’t conform just to be accepted by others.”
Even given her spiralling success, Halsey connects 
with her friends in a variety of unique and direct 
ways – from getting matching tattoos to running a 
pop-up salon in London and dyeing their hair. 
“Every time I look at my hair now I think, ‘Halsey 
actually did that,’” laughs Matt, one of Badlands 
Hair’s lucky clients. 
“She gave off the atmosphere that it wasn't a 
celebrity with fans, but like just hanging out with 
friends. That will last with me forever.”
“In May [Halsey] tweeted out that she wanted 
to get a tattoo and that she wanted a fan to get a 
matching one with her the next day,” recalls Gladys 
Garcia. “I figured why not? She responded within 
minutes and gave me my details – then two other 
fans and I got a our matching matchstick tattoos 
with her. It was probably the best day of my life.”
“My favourite thing about Halsey as an artist is how 
passionate she is about the content she puts out and 
how she stands behind her beliefs,” she adds. “She’s 
not afraid to put herself out there or defend herself.”

S elf-aware and switched on across 
social media, Halsey reflects her 
generation in a way that feels genuine; 
embracing individual differences, 
disregarding genre boundaries and 
immersing herself in pop culture. She’s 

even transformed the early-entry zone on her US 
tour into ‘Camp Badlands’ – a visual representation 
of the ‘Badlands’ theme, complete with personalised 
passports and unique imagery on display. 
“Camp Badlands is as theatrical as she is,” says Ellie 
Edgar, who experienced it first-hand. “You can tell 
that she really put a lot of thought into creating an 
atmosphere that puts you in her world. I love an 
artist who obviously knows exactly who they are 
and what represents them best.”
“She knows what it’s like to be a die-hard fan,” says 
Connor Drew, who attended Halsey’s first ever UK 
show at Islington Academy in September of this 
year. “Her fanbase feels like a community. You feel 
so at home because you know the people around 
you have similar interests.”
For those who get it, Halsey means everything. 
She may not make the kind of music you’re used to 
finding in the pages of most rock magazines, but she 
is set on providing fans – the same people you’ve 
probably met at the barricades of All Time Low or 
Sleeping With Sirens shows – with a true alternative 
to the pop mainstream. There’s no one else out 
there quite like her and with the help of a few friends 
by her side, she looks unstoppable.
Welcome to the Badlands. Make yourself at home…

‘Badlands’ is out now via AstralWerks.  
Halsey will tour the UK next February; see the Gig 
Guide for details.
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'ROCK SOUND? 
MORE LIKE 

POP SOUND!'
Rock? PoP? Who 
honestly caRes…
it’s all about the 
attitude, as these 
otheR cRossoveR 

staRs have PRoved.

EMINEM 
At the turn of 
the century, the 
alternative scene 
was awash with 
nu metal bands 
appropriating the beats 
and rhymes of hip-hop to create 
something entirely fresh. The 
cross-pollination of ideas and 
attitudes busted down old doors 
and opened up boundaries, with 
motor-mouthed MC Eminem 
as likely to show up in the pages 
of and stages of traditional rock 
outlets. He was more punk than 
most punks, too.

KATY PERRY 
You might not be 
aware of this, but 
Ms Perry first cut 
her touring teeth 
pre-superstardom 
on the traveling punk 
rock roadshow of Vans 
Warped Tour in 2008. Does this 
mean she was instructing crowds 
to, ‘Open this shit up?’ or inciting 
circle pits? Nah, brah. It just 
means that she was bringing the 
steal and spirit of the alternative, 
just like everyone else on the bill. 
Her songs just happened to have 
huge mass appeal and the rest, of 
course, was history. She’s one of 
us though.

SKRILLEX
Most probably 
know him as the 
guy who makes 
music that sounds 
like a bunch of 
malfunctioning toys 
falling down a staircase, 
but before he was a playboy party 
starter, Skrill was plain old Sonny 
Moore, lead singer of screamo 
sorts From First To Last. Hey, did 
you know that Rock Sound was 
the first magazine in the world to 
stick Skrillex on a cover? Well, we 
were, so now you know.
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F
ightstar disappeared for five years. 
Five long years. But now they’re back and following two 
successful 10-year anniversary shows in late 2014, they’ve 
spent much of this year writing and hitting festival stages 
at the likes of Download and Hevy. It’s good to have 
them back, and with new album ‘Behind The Devil’s Back’ 
proving frontman Charlie Simpson, guitarist and co-

vocalist Alex Westaway, bassist Dan Haigh and drummer Omar Abidi 
have still got it, there’s never been a more exciting time to be a Fightstar 
fan. But with recent rumours suggesting Charlie may be about to rejoin 
his old band Busted, is this comeback in danger of being all too brief? 
What exactly does the future hold for Fightstar? 

FIRST THINGS FIRST, SEEING AS THERE'S BEEN A LOT 
OF CHATTER ABOUT YOU POTENTIALLY REJOINING 
BUSTED. IS THAT TRUE?
Says vocalist and guitarist Charlie Simpson: “I want to say that I really 
don’t want to go into talking about anything to do with Busted. I want to 
keep this very much about Fightstar. It’s not really relevant, so I want to 
stick to Fightstar questions.”

FAIR ENOUGH. FIGHTSTAR, THEN – YOU’D BEEN GONE 

FOR A WHILE, WAS IT ALWAYS THE PLAN TO GET  
BACK TOGETHER?
“I think we always knew that we’d get back together. It was a hiatus, 
we hadn’t split up. The idea of us writing another record wasn’t really 
in our minds when we put the show on last year. We did the 10-year 
anniversary gig and that was just meant to be a one-off. But the 
(London) Forum show was one of the best I’ve ever played in my life. 
The crowd was singing every word, lifting the roof off. The atmosphere 
was electric; there was something in the air. The reaction was so good 
and it sold out so quick that it was obvious there was still a lot of love for 
Fightstar out there. So we thought we’d do a new record!”

WHAT WAS ON YOUR MIND WHEN WRITING?
“It felt really good to look around and see us all on stage together after 
such a long time. That spurred us on to the idea of making new music. 
There was no pressure. On the last two albums we’d gotten to the point 
where we felt pressure to write a single to be played on radio. In that 
position a label expects certain things. Those pressures aren’t helpful for 
creativity. With this one we were like, ‘Fuck that shit, let’s make a record 
we like and not care about anything else.’ In that respect, this is one of 
Fightstar’s most natural sounding records. It’s just us doing our thing 
without worrying about anything outside of it.”

PAST
PRESENT
FUTURE TENSe
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WHAT WAS IT LIKE WRITING TOGETHER AGAIN?
“It was great! I loved doing my solo stuff and having the creative freedom 
to do whatever I wanted, but I also love writing music with other people. 
Having that chance to bounce ideas off each other 
was really nice. We’re all on the same page and very 
likeminded when it comes to the stuff we create. 
This album ended up being more representative of 
all four of us. Everyone felt the freedom to do what 
they wanted.” 

THERE ARE SOME REALLY HEAVY 
MOMENTS ON THIS NEW ALBUM, WAS IT 
GOOD TO WRITE LIKE THAT AGAIN?
“The first day I was doing vocals, I started 
screaming. I’d almost forgotten how to scream, I 
was like, ‘This is fucking weird.’ After doing folk and 
singing for five years, it took me five or 10 minutes 
just to get the scream back. We definitely wanted to 
have some balls out tracks. Fightstar’s always been a game of two halves. 
We have more chilled stuff, but we also have heavy stuff. I made it very 
clear with the guys that I didn’t want to make music for the sake of it. If 
we did start writing and it was average we wouldn’t put it out. It had to 

feel like it was the best thing we were doing and I genuinely believe that 
some of the stuff on this record is the best we’ve ever done.”

SO WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD  
FOR FIGHTSTAR? 
“We’re going to be touring. The nice thing about 
getting to this point is we’ve spent time making the 
album and now we can share it with people. This 
whole year we’ve been playing old stuff and I’ve 
been itching to play new songs.”

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE ROCK 
SCENE IN 2015 AND WHERE DO 
FIGHTSTAR FIT IN?
“There’s a lot of good stuff, it’s great to see Bring 
Me The Horizon where they are but the aim for 
Fightstar is and always was to fit into our own 
space. We never wanted to be a scene band or try 

to fit in, we just wanted to be a band who did our own thing.”

Fightstar’s new album ‘Behind The Devil’s Back’ is out now. 

TENSe
“The aim for 

fighTsTar is and 
was To always 

fiT inTo our  
own space.”

Charlie Simpson

AFTER ANSWERING EVERYONE’S 
PRAYERS WITH A RETURN AND 

A NEW ALBUM, THE FUTURE 
OF FIGHTSTAR WAS THROWN 
INTO DOUBT AGAIN RECENTLY 
WITH FRESH BUSTED REUNION 

RUMOURS. SAY IT AIN’T SO, GUYS?! 
 

WORDS: Gav Lloyd 
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AFTER ALMOST A DECADE 
OF HARD WORK AND 

OVERCOMiNg HURDLES, 
CROSSFAITH ARE READY 
TO STEp Up iN THE ROCK 

WORLD. WiTH THEiR BEST 
ALBUM YET TAKiNg THEM 

ONE giANT LEAp FORWARD, 
WHO KNOWS WHERE THEY 

MigHT LAND… 
 

WORDS: Mischa Pearlman   PHOTOS: Tom Barnes

I
t was almost 10 years ago that Crossfaith formed in Osaka, 
Japan and began taking liberties with the idea of genre, 
blending different styles of music to create their own distinct 
sound. Over that near decade, the band – lead vocalist 
Kenta Koie, guitarist Kazuki Takemura, bassist Hiroki 

Ikegawa, drummer Tatsuya Amano and keyboardist / programmer 

Terufumi Tamano – have constantly evolved their sound, pushing not 
just through genres, but also continental and cultural borders. With 
fourth album ‘Xeno’, the five-piece believe they have brought their 
eclectic and eccentric vision to life more successfully than ever before. 
But it didn’t happen without a struggle...
“This album means a lot to us,” explains Ken. “After we released our 
last album [‘Apocalyze’] two years ago, we had so many tours and did 
so many festivals like Reading & Leeds and Download, but we also had 
bad times. Our guitarist Kazu had a hemorrhage while we were touring. 
Fortunately it only affected his left hand, but it was still a big thing.”
While the hemorrhage could have meant Kazuki would never play 
again, it didn’t stop him for long. Against all odds, the guitarist was able 
to contribute to the writing of ‘Xeno’. Nevertheless, it led to the darkest 
and most difficult days of the band’s lifetime.
“It was literally the worst thing that happened to us in our entire 
career,” admits Ken, “because he’s not just a band member, he’s more 
like family. We go way back to elementary school, so we’ve known 
each other since we were eight or nine-years-old. We’re more like 
brothers and family, so when he had the hemorrhage, it was like we lost 
balance in the band. I’d never felt that kind of thing, so it was the worst. 
But he also told us, ‘I will never, ever give up.’ He couldn’t join the tour 
because he couldn’t play live at the time, so he started rehabilitation 
and when we started writing new songs for ‘Xeno’, Kazu wrote some 
of them.”
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I
n that respect, ‘Xeno’ is an album that confronts Crossfaith’s 
biggest and most immediate obstacle to date, but it also 
represents a step towards conquering another obstacle that 
has been in the way of their plans for worldwide domination 
since day one – the language barrier. Historically, it’s been 

possible for Western bands to break big in Japan, but while there are 
exceptions, it’s much rarer for the opposite to happen. 
As the years have gone on, Crossfaith have overcome 
that hurdle with the same tenacity and dedication that 
Kazuki displayed after his hemorrhage – whereas the 
band used to conduct all their interviews through a 
translator, today Ken answers all questions himself. It’s 
not without some difficulty, but his English is incredibly 
fluid, and when he talks about the band’s music, passion 
and the ambition that he has is clear. For them to be 
making inroads into both the UK and the US is all they 
have ever wanted.
“It’s difficult for sure,” he says. “We still live in Japan 
and there was the language barrier as well. We’re still learning, but it’s 
easier than it was three years ago when we first toured the UK with 
Of Mice & Men. We’re very influenced by Western music, so it was 
challenging for us to bring ourselves outside of Japan. It’s difficult, but it 
was our dream since we started this band.”   
While there are still some lyrical peculiarities in the band’s songs, their 

dedication to learning English has only increased the band’s drive to 
succeed. It’s seen their profile rise in recent years – not only have they 
played Download two years in a row, but they spent the whole of this 
summer on Warped Tour in North America. ‘Xeno’ also features guest 
appearances from Skindred’s Benji Webbe and Beartooth’s Caleb 
Shomo, which should further cement their international support. As 

much as all that means to them, though, the fact that 
they made it this far and this record even exists is just 
as important.  
“When Josh [Wilbur, the album’s producer] finished 
mixing,” remembers Ken, “we went to his studio in LA. 
When we listened to ‘Xeno’ for the first time, we were 
crying. We were all hugging each other and celebrating 
the [album’s] birth. We’d released three albums, an 
EP and a single [before], but I have never had that 
situation. I have never been satisfied from the bottom 
of my heart with the songs and the lyrics. I had never 
cried when we finished a record. This album bound us 

strongly together as a band again. ‘Xeno’ is the absolute highlight of our 
career so far and we’ve made the best album we’ve ever written.”  
He lets out a little chuckle. “Now we are ready to rule to the world!”

‘Xeno’ is out now on UNFD. The band tour the UK this month; see the 
Gig Guide for details.

“When we 
listened 
to ‘Xeno’ 
for the 

first time, 
we were 
crying.”

Kenta Koie
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D
id you hear the one about the 
sunburned goths?  
After a long, draining video shoot in the Californian 
desert, New Years Day are struggling to find much 
humour in that concept. But while Anaheim’s resident 
spooks may be feeling worse for wear, they’re 
accustomed to making sacrifices for their art. Ten years, 
three albums and countless line-up changes have passed 
since NYD shrieked into life, though vocalist and driving 

force Ash Costello retains an inextinguishable passion. 
“Writing and performing is incredible,” she enthuses, “but there’s 
nothing like capturing a moment of magic. Coming up with concepts, 
sourcing props from Craigslist and running around with crazy weapons. 
That’s my favourite part of all this. We’re a very cinematic band.” 
Without Ash’s bloody-minded determination, New Years Day would 
have crumbled years ago. Their toxic cocktail of goth, hard rock, 
alternative metal and their gore-splattered videos have been raising 
eyebrows across the globe – with three-hour queues at their Warped 
Tour signings this summer and their ‘Angel Eyes’ clip, featuring Chris 
from Motionless In White, racking up almost five million YouTube views 
– but they’ve been dealt more than their fair share of cruel fortune up  
to now. 
“There have been so many times that I could have given up,” chuckles 
Ash. “Labels dropping us, being told, ‘You’re not going to make it. Ever,’ 

and band members jumping ship. I’ve had lawyers advise, ‘Seriously, 
you should just stop.’ It’s why my Dad and I don’t talk, because he didn’t 
believe in this at all. Even the other day in a local store, someone yelled 
at me, ‘Aren’t you a bit late for Halloween?’ But this is just who I am and 
I’ve never considered quitting. The desire to prove people wrong is my 
strongest quality.”
The band’s initial breakthrough came back in the days of MySpace 
(like Facebook’s eccentric uncle, if you’re too young to remember) and 
they’ve been steadily amassing disciples ever since. 2007’s ambitious 
but flawed debut ‘My Dear’ attracted a great deal of interest, but it 
wasn’t until second album ‘Victim To Villain’ emerged in 2013 that they 
started to do their ideas justice. Now, with new full-length ‘Malevolence’ 
in the bag, they’ve never looked stronger. 
“I had a vision right from the start, but I was so green and there was 
nobody there helping me figure it out,” recalls Ash. “This album is 
heavier, darker and more mature. It’s about not letting bad people drag 
you down and embracing your vengeful side.”

F
or years, Ash has been tipped as a potential icon of 
alternative culture. Now that New Years Day have found 
their creative stride and the noise of their converts is 
drowning out dissenting voices, she’s relishing the prospect.
“There’s always a bigger goal,” Ash insists. “I want to 
headline Warped Tour, to be on the cover of all the 

WITH YEARS OF bAd bREAkS, SETbACkS ANd 
bETRAYALS bEHINd THEM, neW years day ARE 

REAdY TO PROVE THE WORLd WRONG.  
YOU HAVE bEEN WARNEd.

 WORDS: Rob Sayce   

J
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magazines I read growing up. There’s so much more to do and I’m not 
going to quit until it happens.
“For a while we’ve had insane numbers on our social media accounts and 
stuff like that, but that doesn’t mean much to me,” she continues. “It’s 
like Monopoly money. But now it seems like people are really starting 
to respect us; we’re coming to the UK again and last time it was crazy. 
Honestly, I’m happy to become a role model, because I’m a good one!  
I want to stand up for people who feel different, because that used to  
be me.”
Of course, acquiring an all-black wardrobe and providing a voice for the 
outsider has been common practice for a while. It’s frequently little more 
than a pose, but for Ash and her bandmates, this runs far deeper.
“I’ve always identified with darker, more visual artists, from My Chemical 
Romance to Marilyn Manson,” she nods. “My grandma was a Wiccan 
who wore all black; if someone was mean to me she’d take a picture 
of them and put it in the fridge! I’ve been teased my whole life just for 
being who I am, so I want to give people going through shit something to 
identify with.”
It seems that the more life has thrown at New Years Day, the harder 
they’ve fought to make their dreams a reality. As they prepare to return 
to our shores, the tide is turning in their favour.
“The one thing that I hope people take away from our band is that when 
someone pushes you, you push back harder,” Ash concludes, with some 
vehemence. “Kill or be killed. I was recently sent a screenshot of a text 

from the president of a major record label who passed on us saying, 
‘Fuck, I really should have signed them.’ Yeah, that’s what’s up! That 
makes me happy.”
Whether the world is finally ready for them or not, New Years Day are 
here to stay.

‘Malevolence’ is out now, via Another Century. New Years Day tour the 
UK this month alongside Motionless In White and Chelsea Grin. See 
the Gig Guide for details.  

YOU GO, GHOUL FRIEND!
ASHLEY GIVES US THE LOWDOWN ON 
HER SOON-TO-BE TOURMATE CHRIS 

MOTIONLESS OF MOTIONLESS IN WHITE… 
“I’m sorry to ruin Motionless In White’s 
reputation, but they’re actually total 
sweethearts! Chris is such a lovely, almost 
timid person, which is obviously completely 
different to how he is onstage. Put him in 
front of a crowd and he turns into a monster. 
I’m the same way. It’s going to be complete 
chaos. -We don’t give anyone a free ride, 
everyone needs to be involved.”

“I want to stand up 
for people who feel 

different, because 
that used to be me.”

Ash Costello
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One Ok ROck dOn’t need to daydream 
about packed out arenas, chart-topping records and 
legions of devoted fans, because that’s already their 
reality. Over the course of a decade, the four-piece 
– frontman Taka, guitarist Toru, bassist Ryota and 
drummer Tomoya – have transformed from plucky 
schoolkids to one of Japan’s most successful bands, 
renowned for their pyro-packed live spectacles 
and leaping between genres at will. No one could 
begrudge them playing things safe and settling 
into a comfortable niche at this point, but that just 
wouldn’t be their style. 
With seventh album ‘35xxxv’, OKR are risking 
everything for a chance to broaden their horizons. 
Teaming up with US super-producer John Feldmann 
(pick a band, and he’s probably worked with 
them), they’re shooting squarely for Western ears; 
recruiting some familiar names and reining in their 
sharper edges in favour of a streamlined, hugely 
infectious new approach. For the most part it pays 
off, though there are drawbacks along the way. 
Arriving for UK audiences – after an initial Japanese 
release this February – it’s a record of huge scope 
and scale, with production values befitting of a 
blockbuster. Taka and Co. explode out of the traps 
with ‘Take Me To The Top’, a riot of pounding four-
on-the-floor beats and brash, swinging riffs topped 
by a chorus that’s effectively pure pop. There are 
enormous, skyscraping melodies wherever you turn: 
‘One By One’ presenting a darkly euphoric take on 
the outsider anthem, with Taka’s mix of screams and 
lung-bursting ‘whoas’ evoking the commercial end 
of post-hardcore, while the barbed ‘Memories’ has 
electro-tinged radio-rock nailed. It’s easy to detect 
Feldmann’s influence behind the production desk, 

with shades of everyone from The Used to All Time 
Low appearing along the way.
The build-up-and-explode dynamics and raw 
emotion of ‘Mighty Long Fall’ are a highlight, but 
many of these songs also hit the bullseye. While 
overwrought power ballads like ‘Heartache’ and 
‘Good Goodbye’ deliver all the intrigue of a damp 
sandwich, there’s always a slick three-and-a-bit 
minute wonder like ‘Stuck In The Middle’ around the 
corner to compensate. The special guests bring their 
A game too. Issues’ Tyler Carter lends some soul to 
the swirling, feather-light pop-rock of ‘Decision’ – a 
song for summer if there ever was one – while Kellin 
Quinn of Sleeping With Sirens is at his sassiest 
on the bombastic but playful ‘Paper Planes’. If the 
lyrics are rarely much to write home about (“Try and 
change me / rearrange me / You’re so crazy in the 
head,” anyone?) they’re easy to overlook when the 
musical payoffs sound this huge.
‘35xxxv’ certainly won’t be to everyone’s taste, but 
it’s stuffed with the kind of immaculately polished 
songcraft you’d expect from household names. 
These are songs destined to reverberate around 
stadiums, and what they lack in nuance or intimacy 
they make up in sheer impact. Big in Japan? On this 
evidence, One OK Rock could soon have the whole 
planet in their grasp. 

FOR FANS OF: Sleeping With Sirens, Coldrain, 
Issues                   ROB SAYCE

ONE OK ROCK [7]  
 ‘35XXXV’     

            (WARNER BROS.)

“A RECORD OF HUGE
SCOPE AND SCALE.”

‘35XXXV’ IN NUMBERS
We do the maths behind one ok Rock’s neW album so that you don’t haVe to.

20 % 
‘WHOAS’

30% 
SOARInG 
StAdIUM 
AntHeMS

30% ePIc 
cHORUSeS 

10% JAGGed ALt-ROck

5% 
eLectROnIc 
WeIRdneSS

5% LIGHteRS-
UP BALLAdS

2
SPecIAL GUeStS: 

Take a bow, Kellin 
Quinn and Tyler Carter.

15
Total number of songs, with 
two new ones added for this 

UK release.

#1
Where the album 

arrived on the 
Japanese Albums 

Chart earlier this year.

2,000
Approximately the number of 
times someone goes ‘whoa’ 

on the album. Seriously, 
they’re everywhere.

One OK Rock 
headline Shepherd’s 

Bush Empire next 
month with We 

Came As Romans in 
support. Big? Big. 
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Axl Rose Vs Jonny CRAig
Two of the naugtiest men in rock are pitted against 
each other. If these renowned troublemakers took 
each other on, the loser would get a right telling off 
and a smack on the behind. It’s tough to imagine 
who’d come out on top, but we’re pretty sure Jonny 
would take the win by default. Axl would probably 
turn up three hours too late. 

Ronnie RAdke Vs CRAig MAbbitt
What would have once been one of the most vicious 
fights in rock music five years ago would be declared 
a no contest in 2015. Not because they’ve beaten 
each other to a pulp, but because they’re bezzie 
mates these days. They’d probably opt for a nice 
chat and a cup of tea rather than fisticuffs. Just no 
bickering over the last digestive, lads!

MARk HoPPUs Vs geRARd WAy
We don’t want to see two of our favourite 
guys trying to knock each other’s blocks off, but 
we would love to see Mark and Gerard’s ‘dad 
wars’ on Twitter fully pan out with a series 
of dad-based challenges. First round: who 
has the best knitted cardigans, second round: 
who owns the comfiest slippers and so on. 

dAVid dRAiMAn Vs tWitteR
His distaste for pesky social media trolls has been 
well-documented. Considering this is a battle that 
sees the Disturbed frontman versus literally millions 
of people, you think he’d be up against the ropes. 
But we reckon he’s a feisty fella and he’d take on all 
gobby opponents and be victorious. Draiman wins by 
knocking out the internet. 

BATTLE OF THE BANDS
Inspired by the title of Beautiful Bodies’ debut, we ponder what would
happen if some of rock’s superstars battled each other!

BEAUTIFUL BODIES                                          [8]
‘BATTLES’  (EPITAPH)

tHe WoRld of AlteRnAtiVe MUsiC has 
changed an awful lot in recent years. No longer as 
easily definable as riffs and breakdowns, now fans 
are just as likely to have a dance as a mosh, and the 
scene is all the better for it. On Beautiful Bodies’ debut 
full-length, they display a greater pop appreciation than 
John Feldmann sharing a bubble bath with Katy Perry.
While some of their peers still find their melodic 
moments in darker surroundings, ‘Battles’ is the 
audio equivalent of guzzling a massive bag of pick ‘n’ 
mix, washing it down with a bottle of cherryade and 
throwing glitter everywhere. And that’s a very good 
thing. Indie rock guitars gently jangle under towering 
electronics, with the likes of ‘September 1973’ and 
‘Lies’ boasting the sort of almighty hooks that are 
capable of making these songs airwave-dominating 

monsters. When they move into ballad territory, such 
as on ‘Invincible’, they conjure up the sort of gigantic 
feel-good moments that’ll see you imagining yourself 
beating the odds in your own fantasy music video. 
However it never strays into territory that’s too soft and 
fluffy, primarily due to frontwoman Alicia Solombrino. 
Sounding equal parts sassy and feisty, especially 
during ‘Forever’s “I’ll make you forget her” chorus, 
she presents herself as a powerful figure capable of 
inspiring awe from the masses.
It makes for a toe-tapping, booty-shaking bonanza of 
party pop anthems, and a celebration of how joyous 
music can be.

FOR FANS OF: PVRIS, Sleeping With Sirens,        
Shiny Toy Gun                                                  GAV LLOYD
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BOSTON MANOR                     [8] 
‘SAUDADE’ 

(PURE NOISE) 

Blackpool-based Boston 
Manor released their debut 
EP in April 2013, and have 
been honing their skills ever 
since. This EP is the result 

of that time and dedication, and its four tracks 
are full-on blasts of broken heart-on-sleeve 
emo as cerebral as it is heart-wrenching. 
Whether it’s the nostalgic yearning of ‘Shade’, 
the rambunctious, troubled angst of ‘Trapped 
Nerve’ or the impassioned and intense 
restlessness of ‘Gone’, it all adds up to a 
record of desperate defiance that shows how 
Boston Manor are slowly but surely 
establishing themselves as one of the UK’s best 
bands. Here’s to what’s next. 

FOF FANS OF: Beartrade, Gnarwolves,        
Iron Chic                            MISCHA PEARLMAN

BEANS ON TOAST  [8]
‘ROLLING UP THE HILL’

(XTRA MILE)

Beans On Toast – aka Jay 
McAllister, Frank Turner’s 
longtime labelmate and 
partner in crime – is now on 
his seventh album. And 

while it possibly takes seeing the straight-
talking folk-punk activist live to truly understand 
what he’s all about, ‘Rolling Up The Hill’ is quite 
possibly his most accessible and immediate 
album to date. Emotional numbers (the banjo 
jangle of ‘I’m Home When You Hold Me’ and 
the forlorn lament of closer ‘Middleageman’), 
political diatribes (the sublimely controversial 
‘God Is A Cartoonist’) and mischievous humour 
(every single one of these 12 songs), this is a 
record full of delightfully tragicomic tunes.

FOR FANS OF: Frank Turner, Jeffrey Lewis,  
The Moldy Peaches             MISCHA PEARLMAN

VAMpiRES Will NEVER HuRT YOu
Our guide tO which vampires rOck and which suck, literally.

dESpiTE MY dEEpEST fEAR [7]
‘SELFISH GENERATION’

(SELF-RELEASE)

While the new EP from 
Despite My Deepest Fear 
doesn’t break the mould, it 
does find them tightening up 
their metalcore sound. From 

the title track onwards it is unrelenting with the 
likes of ‘Stranded’ and ‘Infinite’ offering gnarly 
breakdowns and melodic choruses galore. 
They’ve made bold steps forward and this is the 
biggest they’ve ever sounded. Unfortunately the 
electronic flourishes add little to these songs 
and it does feel like they’re playing things a bit 
too safe at times – relying on the metalcore 
traits we’ve become all too familiar with over 
the years. Ultimately, though, this is a step in 
the right direction for the London six-piece.

FOR FANS OF: The Devil Wears Prada, Secrets,      
We Came As Romans                 GEORGE ESSEX

fEARlESS VAMpiRE 
KilllERS                                    [7]
 ‘BRUISES’ 

(GOREMOUNT) 

Innovative concepts, 
distinctive visuals and a 
cult following: until 
recently, Fearless Vampire 
Killers have had everything 

going for them except songs. To their credit, 
Suffolk’s spookiest sons start to redress the 
balance on this mini-album. Opener ‘Feel Alive’ 
injects a monster dose of radio-baiting 
swagger, while ‘Stepping Stones’ benefits from 
the band’s newfound lyrical candour and a 
timely boyband-esque key change. Things get 
wobblier further in, with galloping riffs and 
eminently hummable melodies weighed down 
by song structures that tend towards 
incoherence. FVK still need to take a stake to 
some of their excesses, but this is more like it.

FOF FANS OF: My Chemical Romance, 
Ashestoangels, Aiden                      ROB SAYCE

fiRESpAWN  [7]
‘SHADOW REALMS’

(CENTURY MEDIA)

Looking for consistently 
good Swedish-designed 
death metal? Then you’ll 
want to check out 
Firespawn’s ‘Shadow 

Realms’. Sporting a much more technical, 
thrash-favouring approach than you might 
expect from a group featuring members of 
Entombed A.D. and Necrophobic, the quintet 
turn in a somewhat repetitive but 
unquestionably attractive debut. Blisteringly 
fierce but never abrasive, you can’t argue with 
the soaring ‘Infernal Eternal’ or the brutish riffs 
that drive cuts like ‘The Emperor’ and ‘Imperial 
Burning’ through sweeps of melody-minded 
metal, courtesy of some ripping lead work.

FOR FANS OF: Entombed, Bloodbath,          
Misery Index                           RICHARD CARTEY

fAlSE flAGS  [7]
‘HEXMACHINE’

(SELF-RELEASE)

Formed from the ashes of 
Red Stars Parade, Whores 
Whores Whores and Year Of 
The Man – bands from a 
thriving era for the Leeds 

DIY scene a few years ago – False Flags know 
their hardcore. Their six-track debut mini-album 
makes that very clear. Sometimes it’s frenetic 
and raucous, sometimes atmospheric. They 
flaunt Botch-esque mathematical technicality at 
moments, such as opener ‘Earl Black’, but 
they’re not taking themselves too seriously. 
There’s a keen passion for groove and swagger 
throughout, particularly pronounced in ‘Pet 
Wolf’ – a song about vocalist Chris Jenkinson’s 
naughty chihuahua.

FOR FANS OF: The Chariot, Every Time I Die,   
Botch                                            ALEX REEvES

CROOKS  [7]
‘ARE WE ALL THE SAME DISTANCE APART’

(HEADPHONE / EQUAL VISION)

Star of the show on this 
record from Cheltenham 
rockers Crooks is 
undoubtedly singer Josh 
Rogers. His voice soars with 

the high-pitched helium heft of Anthony Green, 
the power and poise of Geoff Rickly and the 
Brit-inflected grit of Mike Duce. With such a 
masterful range and tone, Josh adds layers of 
swirling emotion to his bandmates’ mature and 
ambitious post-hardcore. It takes in the light 
and melodic (‘Schöne Seele‘) fast and frantic 
(‘Are We All The Same Distance Apart’) and the 
ambient and experimental (‘May Be’, ‘Windy 
Little Town’). There’s something for everyone on 
this well-crafted slice of modern rock.

FOR FANS OF: Saosin, Being As An Ocean, 
Thursday                                      CHRIS HIDDEN

EVERYdAY SidEKiCKS  [5]
‘THE THINGS I’VE SEEN’

(SELF-RELEASE)

Since arriving in 2012 
there’s been a 
transformation in camp 
Everyday Sidekicks, with the 
Bristol-based quintet leaving 

behind the unassuming post-hardcore of their 
debut to focus on a heavier but melody-focused 
sound. And the result is a bag of hit and misses 
with new EP ‘The Things I’ve Seen’; high-points 
being when they’re at full metalcore force 
(‘Pitch Black’, ‘How We Survive’) with Archie 
Hatfield’s interchanging bone-rattling screams 
and soaring vocals. But lows like the cheesy 
ballad ‘Rosa’ drag the energy down. It shows 
progress, but there’s still some way to go before 
this band prove they’re something special.  

FOR FANS OF: Architects, While She Sleeps, 
Of Mice & Men                  CANDICE HARIDIMOU

ROCK SUCK
MARCELINE 

(ADVENTURE TIME)SPIKE 
(BUFFY)

DAVID 
(THE

LOST BOYS)

JAMES 
(TWILIGHT)

ABBY 
(LET ME IN)

dAYliGHT   [7]
‘ONE MORE FIGHT’ 

(SELF-RELEASE)

Daylight have been working 
hard to fine-tune their sound 
since 2004. With the 
assistance from a production 
team including A Day To 

Remember collaborator Andrew Wade, ‘One 
More Fight’ reveals a much more coherent 
breed of pop-punk. The Barcelona four-piece 
truly embrace the carefree vibe of the genre, 
particularly on the energetic ‘Crazy Youth Gone 
Wild’. Final track ‘Best Days Of Our Lifes’ is a 
bizarre end to their album, opening up with 
chanting and some serious vinyl scratching. 
Aside from a cheesy send-off, ‘One More Fight’ 
packs a mightier punch than their            
previous efforts.  

FOR FANS OF: All Time Low, Boys Like Girls,  
A Day To Remember           NARIECE SANDERSON

THE 
COUNT 

(SESAME ST)

GOOd TiGER  [7]
‘A HEAD FULL OF MOONLIGHT’

(SELF-RELEASE)

Formed from the ashes of 
The Safety Fire, Good Tiger 
have swapped technical 
metal for something more 
melodic but just as 

intriguing. The five-piece walk the fine line 
between experimental and heavy rock with 
some undertones of perfectly executed pop 
ballads. Frontman Elliot Coleman’s vocals are 
awe-inspiring with some brilliant screamers on 
lead single ‘Snake Oil’. Their experimental vibe 
ebbs and flows with some stirring slow songs 
like ‘Latchkey Kids’, yet they’re still able to blow 
speakers on ragers like ’67 Pontiac Firebird’. ‘A 
Head Full Of Moonlight’ is an incredibly diverse 
album and a thoroughly exciting debut.

FOR FANS OF: Arcane Roots, Reuben, Blakfish                             
 DANIEL PICkARD 
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Devil you know                                               [7]
‘they bleed red’ (nuclear blast)

EvEn thE grEatEst frontmEn need 
something solid to work with. devil you Know boast 
one of the most gifted and passionate of all metalcore 
vocalists in howard Jones, but debut album ‘the 
beauty Of destruction’ felt like less than the sum of 
its parts. ‘they bleed red’ represents a step forward, 
even if it too underwhelms at times. Jones remains 
the main attraction over these 11 songs, segueing 
from rich, soaring melodic vocals to the kind of bark 
that could shear through steel. his contributions 
break little new ground; evoking the Killswitch engage 
glory days on ‘the Way We die’ and tortured power 
ballad ‘let the Pain take hold’. For every crushing 
riff there’s a half-baked one, and for every passage of 

blastbeat-led mayhem a turn towards the pedestrian. 
even the duff moments are redeemed by exceptional 
musicianship – especially from whirlwind drummer 
John Sankey – but when everything finally comes 
good, as on the punishing chug of ‘how the end Shall 
be’, it’s easy to reflect on what might have been. With 
some truly great songs they could be unstoppable. 
despite disappointing at times, the rousing battle 
cries of ‘break the ties’ and atmospheric bombast of 
‘broken by the Cold’ make for full-blooded metalcore 
that will send pits into a frenzy.  

FOR FANS OF: Killswitch engage, All Shall Perish, 
Unearth                     ROB SAYCE

BIFFY CLYRO
‘GOD & SATAN’
everyone’s favourite bearded scots have a crisis of 
faith here, as simon neil questions right and wrong 
on this song from 2009’s ‘Only revolutions’. Fun 
fact: this song has been known to make at least 
one member of the rock sound staff burst into 
uncontrollable tears at their desk. 

BILLY TALENT                      
‘DEVIL ON MY SHOULDER’
about those moments when there’s a little devil on 
your shoulder telling you to do all those naughty 
things. ‘Go on, have three more sausages,’ ‘Fart 
on the bus and blame it on the person next to you,’ 
‘ring up your ex from an anonymous number and 
call them a willy.’ that sort of thing. 

MOTIONLESS IN WHITE    
‘DEVIL’S NIGHT’
a song in which chris Motionless sings 
about a banging night in Hades. We’re 
imagining a flame-covered Oceana where 
the demons are chugging down hot WKDs 
and busting out their most devilish dance 
moves. at least that’s what we think it’s about. 

CANCER BATS             
‘LUCIFER’S ROCKING CHAIR’
ever wondered what the devil sits on? Maybe 
a wheelie chair while he’s doing admin for the 
lost souls? Or a nice comfy la-Z-boy recliner for 
a relaxing afterlife? according to cancer bats, he 
opted for a rocking chair. He needs to get to IKea for 
some more exciting options. 

THe Devil AnD HowARD ARe RAGinG inSiDe Me
howard Jones and Co. aren’t the only lot who pull more from hell than heaven.
here are some songs that name drop the underworld’s head honcho.
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GNARWOLVES                                                      [8]
‘adolesceNce’ (big scary monsters / tangled talk) 

There’s always been something a little 
contrary about Gnarwolves. even when they were 
gracing the main stage at Reading & leeds Festival 
last year, there was a sense that they would have 
been just as happy grabbing a few cheap cans of 
lager and going for a skate. at only four tracks and 
little over nine minutes long, this nonchalant attitude 
is present on their new eP ‘adolescence’. Giving out 
the vibe that the Brighton three-piece knocked this 
out one afternoon when they were bored, what’s 
impressive is how effortlessly great it is.
It feels completely natural, with nothing contrived or 
forced. No cynical attempts to appeal to a specific 
demographic, just the urge to write a few punk songs. 
This release continues down the route of some of the 

darker paths on their debut full-length for the heaviest 
and most pissed off songs they’ve ever written. 
opening track ‘The Waiting line’ sees co-vocalists 
Thom Weeks and charlie Piper snarling a refrain of 
“wasting my time” being full of tangible frustration 
over gritty punk played on instruments that sound 
like they’re about to fall apart. The acoustic ‘Blondie’ 
offers a slight miserable reprieve before leading into 
the closing ‘Bad dreams’ to round things off in a 
pessimistic finale. ‘adoloescnce’ is another example 
of why Gnarwolves are sitting at the top of the UK 
punk rock pile. 

FOR FANS OF: The story so Far, drug church, 
Bad Brains                      GAV LLOYD

ARE WE THE WAITING?
The lead TRacK oN ThIs eP shoWs hoW mUch GNaRWolves haTe
BeING IN The WaITING lINe. heRe aRe some oF The WoRsT.

QUEUING FOR A GIG
you’re excited to go see your favourite band, but 
when you get to the venue the queue stretches 
all the way to France. after an excruciating wait, 
you finally get in and discuss war stories with 
everyone else who made it in by using bear 
grylls-style survival skills. 

THE FESTIVAL BAR
‘okay, we’ve got about 20 minutes before the 
next band, let’s pop to the bar.’ but a million 
people had the same idea. there’s a guy trying 
to pay for a pint with 27p in coppers, someone 
else spills cider over you while trying to do the 
macarena... it’s a nightmare.

BEING ON HOLD
your dog has eaten your router and you need 
to call the internet provider to get a new one. 
Unfortunately this takes 472 hours as you are 
constantly played elevator music on loop. Has 
been known to lead some people to throw their 
phones in the sea. 

Here, ash is creeping on the man himself.

LINE FOR THE TOILET
one to many Woo Woos at a party and you 
need to relieve yourself. When you get to the 
toilet, there’s a whole queue of folks eager for a 
wee themselves. What follows is an awkward 
conversation with your friend’s second cousin’s 
dog groomer while trying not to wet yourself. 
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saywecanfly [8]
‘DARLING’

(EPITAPH)

SayWeCanFly – the one-man 
acoustic musings of Braden 
Barrie – has been pumping 
out sickly sweet love songs 
since 2011, so it seems 

rather fitting that he has finally been picked up 
by Epitaph for his first label-backed EP. Through 
the piercing honesty of ‘Better Off Alone’, the 
atmospheric tenderness of ‘Driftwood Heart’ and 
the pomp prettiness of the title track, ‘Darling’ 
possesses as much bubblegum-glazed carefree 
spirit as it does probing heartbroken emotion. 
With songs of such infectious quality and blush-
inducing cuteness, we could well have a 
potential new scene sweetheart on our hands 
with this guy. 

FOR FANS OF: This Wild Life, The Ready Set, 
Dashboard Confessional               JACK ROGERS

mc lars [3]
’THE ZOMBIE DINOSAUR LP’

(HORRIS)

Over 15 years into his career, 
irreverent party fiend MC 
Lars seems to have no 
intention of slowing down. 
Unfortunately the master of 

ceremony’s seventh full-length is a mismatched 
collection of ’90s rap, grating trap beats and 
head-in-hands level humour. The nerd-out 
moments on ‘If I Were A Jedi’ and ‘Dragon 
Blood’ may interest a certain breed of listener, 
but ultimately ‘The Zombie Dinosaur LP’ is not 
big, clever nor easy to swallow. When satire is 
delivered well it can be a nice substitute for the 
super serious edge of the music industry. This 
isn’t good satire, though. 

FOR FANS OF: Weird Al Yankovic, K.Flay, 
Bloodhound Gang                         JACK ROGERS

millie manders [6]
‘OBSESSION TRANGRESSION’

(SELF-RELEASE)

If Kate Nash was actually 
any good, she’d probably 
sound like this. Because this 
four-track EP is full of the 
ballsy attitude that Nash 

professed to have but never really possessed. It 
doesn’t always work – second song ‘Teddy’ is a 
messy amalgam of riot grrl, punk and ska that 
aggravates more than inspires, but lead track 
‘Obsession Transgression’ is a delightful, blast 
of soulful, shoulder-shaking energy, while 
‘Bacchus’ is a jaunty, moody little number full of 
sass and spice. And while this is not without its 
flaws and imperfections, it highlights the raw 
talent of an impressive voice who could well go 
on to do impressive things.

FOR FANS OF: The Selecter, Kate Nash, 
Streetlight Manifesto          MISCHA PEARLMAN

oceans red  [8]
’ANEVIDENCE’

(SELF-RELEASE)

Oceans Red’s debut full-
length is an album that 
demands attention. The 
thundering breakdowns and 
venomous screams on 

display are impressive enough, but paired with 
big, soaring choruses and a hefty dose of 
electronica, this is an exceptional effort. The 
likes of ‘Falling’ seamlessly move from 
devastatingly heavy to uplifting, and the catchy 
refrain of ‘Eternal Hearts’ shows they remain on 
top form when they rein things in. There’s hardly 
a shortage of post-hardcore bands around at the 
moment, but with its perfect balance of light 
and shade, ‘Anevidence’ shows that Oceans Red 
are onto something special. 

FOR FANS OF: Bring Me The Horizon, 
Northlane, Crossfaith                JASMIN NAHAR

lower THan aTlanTis
‘LOWER THAN ATLANTIS: THE      
BLACK EDITION’ 
(EASY LIFE / SONY RED)
Just as the dust has started to settle from 
the success of their critically acclaimed 
self-titled (and Rock Sound’s album of 2014), 
Lower Than Atlantis have announced a 
re-release – ‘The Black Edition’. This deluxe 
version comes with new songs, including the 
massive single ‘Get Over It’. You can also 
look forward to Radio 1 Live Lounge covers, 
brand new covers picked by each band 
member and alternative versions of tracks 
from the original album. Yes please.

crown THe emPire
‘THE RESISTANCE: DELUXE EDITION’
(RISE)
If you can’t get enough of ‘The Resistance’, 
you’ll be happy to know that metalcore mob 
Crown The Empire are releasing a deluxe 
edition with four new tracks and brand 
new artwork. New ones include ‘Cross Our 
Bones’ and ‘Prisoners Of War’, which the 
band say offer closure for this chapter of 
their story. Expect more theatrics from one 
of the most exciting bands to have broken 
out of this scene in recent years. 

meeT me in sT. loUis
‘COMPLETE DISCOGRAPHY’
(BIG SCARY MONSTERS)
Guildford based post-hardcore / math-rock 
quintet Meet Me In St. Louis are treating 
everyone to a full discography via Big Scary 
Monsters. It will include their full-length 
album ‘Variations On Swing’, debut EP 
‘And With The Right Kind of Eyes You Can 
Almost See That High Water Mark...’ and 
unreleased demo EP ‘Promise Me That We’ll 
Never Be Like Them...’ This collection is the 
perfect way to get reacquainted with the 
guys who were some of the leading pioneers 
of indie-math rock in the UK. 

ligHT years   [7]
‘I’LL SEE YOU WHEN I SEE YOU’

(RUDE)

Following on from last year’s 
underappreciated 
‘Temporary’ EP, Cleveland’s 
Light Years have returned 
with a second full-length of 

melancholy-stained pop-punk. With a sound that 
toys with the glory days of the genre while still 
being thoroughly modern, the self-deprecating 
bounce of ‘Accidents’, the emotion-bending 
feeling of ‘So Sorry’ and wholehearted honesty 
of ‘I Wish I Could’ paint a downtrodden but 
ultimately hopeful picture. With ‘I’ll See You 
When I See You’, Light Years have crafted an 
album which sees them push further away from 
the overcrowded pack and into a style that is 
thoroughly theirs. 

FOR FANS OF: Major League, Turnover,     
Young Statues                  JACK ROGERS

maX raPTor                   [6]    
‘DAMAGE APPRECIATION’

(HASSLE)

Punk ‘n’ roll rabble-
rousers Max Raptor have 
been knocking about for 
a while now, but they 
show few signs of 

mellowing. ‘Damage Appreciation’ delivers 
four tracks of stripped-back, bullshit-free 
fare, rolling in like a lagered-up Billy Talent. 
Though ‘Population’ and ‘Blue On Red’ can’t 
match the anarchic spark of the band’s 
‘Portraits’ debut, Wil Ray’s strident, spittle-
flecked vocal delivery remains present and 
correct. These jagged, furious and fleeting 
songs capture shades of the desperation of 
modern British life, and may well prove a 
prelude to greater things. They could just do 
with a little more bite to match their bark.

FOR FANS OF: Billy Talent, John Coffey, 
Freeze The Atlantic                     ROB SAYCE

COMPILATIONS
AND REISSUES

oUr THeory [5]
‘RENAISSANCE’

(WE ARE TRIUMPHANT)

Paris quintet Our Theory 
aren’t afraid of piling on the 
multi-instrumental layers. 
This five-track EP mashes 
together an array of glitches, 

electronica effects, synths, record scratching 
and crunching riffs with a strong melodic 
sensibility. Much like the juxtaposition between 
guttural screamed vocals and frontman Alex 
Vincent-Rey’s falsetto, it’s not a ground-breaking 
approach, but you have to credit the intricacy of 
cramming in so many intertwining elements. 
Sadly, this is frequently overkill. It just sounds 
messy in a way that makes no sense alongside 
the recurrent, generic and often cloying   
screamo choruses.

FOR FANS OF: Attack Attack!, Blessthefall,  
The Amity Affliction                 TIM NEWBOUND

“ThESE jAggED, fURIOUS AND fLEETINg
 SONgS CAPTURE ShADES Of ThE DESPERATION

 Of MODERN BRITISh LIfE.”

novelisTs  [8]
’SOUVENIRS’

(ARISING EMPIRE)

’Souvenirs’ is jam-packed 
with the immense scope and 
captivating complexity that 
has since heralded them as 
the new kings of the 

progressive metal scene. Wielding an imposing 
sense of versatility, ‘Souvenirs’ switches from 
harrowing brutality to idyll ambience in a matter 
of seconds. Tracks ‘Ouroboros’ and ‘Earth Grazer’ 
propel themselves forward amongst a flurry of 
bone-crushing breakdowns and intermittent 
melodic phases, showcasing a band whose 
insatiable appetite for transitory and stimulating 
songwriting has led to the production of a truly 
inspiring and exciting release.

FOR FANS OF: Northlane, Volumes, 
Monuments                       JOSH HUMMERSTON

sainT[THe]sinner  [7]
‘MASQUERADES’ 

(SELF-RELEASE)

Theatre and rock are a 
classic pairing, but U.S. 
bands have often dominated 
the style. However, 
Saint[The]Sinner could give 

their American counterparts a run for their 
money with latest EP ‘Masquerades’. It boasts 
the same dramatic flair that early Panic! had but 
with added wallop via dual vocal attacks and 
ball-busting breakdowns. And whilst a creepy 
music box intro is predictable, with the 
pummelling riffs and haunting synths of ‘Theatre 
Of Broken Dreams’ and the towering melodies 
on ‘She’s A Vampire’, you’d be hard pushed to 
find a band more ready for the spotlight.

FOR FANS OF: My Chemical Romance, Atreyu, 
Panic! At The Disco         CANDICE HARIDIMOU

inTronaUT  [7]
‘THE DIRECTION OF LAST THINGS’

(CENTURY MEDIA)

What makes ‘The Direction 
Of Last Things’ better than 
many efforts circulating the 
modern prog metal sphere is 
that Intronaut don’t mess 

around. The Los Angeles four-piece don’t 
dedicate bars upon bars to impressing the tech 
metal chin-strokers at the expense of everyone 
else’s sanity. Combining melody with an 
attention-grabbing one-two of heaviness and 
creativity is common, without feeling like 
contrast for contrast’s sake. It’s a combination 
that really leaves a mark, like in the beauty and 
scale of ‘The Unlikely Event Of A Water 
Landing’. It’s just a shame all those ingredients 
don’t come together on every track.  

FOR FANS OF: Between The Buried And Me, 
Tool, The Ocean                       RICHARD CARTEY
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handguns                                                           [6]
‘disenchanted’ (Pure noise)

Handguns’ tHird full-lengtH starts 
with a quote from Little Miss sunshine. “You do what 
you love, and fuck the rest,” sounds off Paul dano’s 
character before opener ‘self Portrait’ bursts into life. 
in the spirit of the words that precede it, it’s a turbo-
charged pop-punk anthem that’s as rambunctious as 
it is catchy, and it sets the scene for the nine songs 
that follow. there’s no doubt the band are proficient 
at what they do – ‘My Lowest Point’ and the title track 
(once it gets past the false start) tick every pop-
punk box as they rush through the rather turbulent 
emotional scenarios of their lyrics. the problem is that 
the delivery lacks conviction. even when Blink-182 

were at their most ridiculous and silly, you still felt 
what they were singing, and when they got dark – as 
on ‘adam’s song’ or ‘i Miss You’ – they dragged you 
down with them into the pits of despair. handguns 
come close on the ragged angst of ‘conjuring My 
Youth’ and the raw wounds of ‘Bury Me’, but too often 
the necessary emotional resonance is lacking when 
they should be the core of these songs. it leads to 
some of these songs being forgettable, but there’s still 
fun to be found on ‘disenchanted’.

FOR FANS OF: Man Overboard, state champs, 
Fireworks                                         MISCHA PEARLMAN

CHESTER BENNINGTON 
CRANK 2
Following a cameo in the Jason statham bonkers-
athon Crank, the Linkin Park vocalist also pops 
up in the sequel. statham has to stay constantly 
electrically charged or his heart will stop, 
because of course he does, so he starts rubbing 
up against poor Chester.   

ANTHRAX 
CALENDAR GIRLS
Yep, we’re not sure why, but the thrash 
legends popped up in Calendar Girls. As if a 
film about old ladies getting their boobs out 
wasn’t odd enough, at one point scott ian 
and Co. briefly swing by to say hello to Helen 
Mirren. she must be a secret headbanger.

LARS ULRICH
GET HIM TO THE GREEK
in the russell Brand / Jonah Hill comedy where 
Brand plays the extravagant and excessive 
rock star Aldous snow, a real life rock star in 
the shape of the Metallica drummer makes an 
appearance. His cameo is brief as he appears in 
bed with snow’s girlfriend. What a cheeky devil!

DAVE GROHL 
THE MUPPETS
The nicest man in rock turns up in this comeback 
film from The Muppets. As Kermit is tracking 
down his old buddies, he stumbles across Fozzy 
Bear playing with a Muppets tribute band called 
The Moopets. Dave Grohl is playing drums as the 
Animal fill-in, Animool. 

JusT LIKE ThE MOVIEs
handguns are cLearLY FiLM BuFFs, But here are sOMe tiMes when the
taBLes have turned and rOck stars have aPPeared in FiLMs.
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With anticipation running high for the 
release of their third album ‘Louder 
Now’, Taking Back Sunday took some 
time out to talk to us about the whirlwind 
that was their career. Adam Lazzara 
opened up a little about the media 
frenzy surrounding his relationship with 
the sister of guitarist John Nolan. “For 
a little while it was like Chinese water 
torture,” he told us. “I didn’t want to 
deal with it.”

Fightstar’s Charlie Simpson silenced 
anyone who doubted his transition from 
boyband to rock band, and admitted 
regret at being a part of the Busted 
phenomena. “I realised very soon after 
that it might have been a silly option 
to take,” he said. “It was actually the 
night I signed Busted’s record deal, 
that I remember saying to the manager, 
‘I’m not sure if I’ve done the right thing 
here.’” He also spoke out against the 
criticism that ‘posh boys’ can’t rock. 
“You don’t have to have a troubled 
background to write passionate music. 
It doesn’t matter what you’re writing 
about as long as you believe it.”

We gave exposure to some of the best 
upcoming bands, such as Wolfmother 
and a little band known as Paramore. 
“We have had time to get used to 
touring, playing live and we are now 
ready for whatever comes next,” a 19-
year-old Hayley Williams told us. “When 
you are a kid you are not afraid to dream 
big, we just want to dream those dreams 
and not let reality stand in our way of 
achieving them.” Three more studio 
albums and a handful of sold out arena 
tours later, we’re proud to say they 
didn’t do too badly for themselves. 

TIGRESS                           [7] 
‘HUMAN’

(LAB)

A new chapter for defunct 
Chelmsford rockers The 
Hype Theory: Tigress’ debut 
EP flaunts a strong and 
distinctive style, containing 

five tracks more powerful than anything in 
THT’s peppy alt-rock back catalogue. 
Frontwoman Katy Jackson channels PVRIS 
levels of vocal intensity during opener ‘Alive’. 
Elsewhere, ‘Fire’ starts slow before exploding 
into a cataclysmic crescendo of blazing power 
chords. The quiet-loud-quiet song structures 
throughout ‘Human’ do become predictable, but 
if Tigress can mix up their stadium-sized 
choruses with more surprising sonic shapes 
they’ll be a force to be reckoned with.

FOR FANS OF: PVRIS, Young Guns,      
Thirty Seconds To Mars              MATT AYRES

STEaK NUmbER EIGhT  [7]
‘KOSMOKOMA’

(INDIE RECORDINGS)

Now four albums deep and 
having only recently entered 
their 20s – yeah, really – 
Steak Number Eight’s 
musical maturity continues 

to outweigh their actual growth on 
‘Kosmokoma’. Feeding through the sludge-filled 
fury of ‘13’s ‘The Hutch’, the Belgian quartet 
have further enhanced the atmospheric ground 
they’ve previously toyed with to construct 
expansive walls of sound that drag you through 
the dirt before thrusting you skywards. Closing 
with the gripping nine-and-a-half-minute sonic 
collision of ‘Space Punch’, this album proves 
itself to be a gripping, fascinating and    
textured voyage.

FOR FANS OF: Neurosis, ISIS, Mastodon                                                                                                                                      
               MAX BARRETT

ThE SaDDEST laNDSCapE    [8]
’DARKNESS FORGIVES’

(TOPSHELF)

Few bands make music 
that’s as cathartic or as full 
of overwrought emotion as 
post-hardcore types The 
Saddest Landscape.  

‘Darkness Forgives’ is 10 tracks that see the 
band extend beyond their usual post-hardcore 
parameters for a more widescreen sound – ‘’Til 
Our Ears Bleed’ soundtracks a devastating crisis 
that soars to insanely sinister and punishing 
heights, while closing track ‘Admitting You’re 
Alive’ piles layer upon layer of angst and 
sadness on top of each other until the song, like 
the hearts that made it, are at breaking point. 
This is a breathless tour de force of anguish  
and ambition.

FOR FANS OF: Touché Amoré, Defeater, 
Modern Life Is War               MISCHA PEARLMAN

SmOKEy baSTaRD  [6]
‘BACK TO THE DRAWING ROOM’ 

(BOMBER MUSIC)

The schizophrenic Balkan 
folk intro on opener 
‘Archipelago’ might have 
you scrabbling for the off 
button within seconds, but 

persevere and you’ll find more to savour on 
Smokey Bastard’s latest album. Ostensibly the 
Reading sextet’s attempt to break out from the 
Celtic punk scene, ‘Back To The Drawing Room’ 
aims to do for gruff punk what System Of A 
Down did for nu metal. Songs such as ‘Rats’ 
have rowdy punk at their core but often get 
bogged down by the lofty ideas at play. But you 
can imagine them being a killer festival band, 
and it’s nothing if not original.

FOR FANS OF: Flogging Molly, Gogol Bordello, 
Against Me!                              GARETH PIERCE

USa NaIlS  [7] 
‘NO PLEASURE’ 

(SMALLTOWN AMERICA) 

Post-punk supergroup USA 
Nails are back with an even 
more brash, bothersome 
noise than before. Choosing 
raw energy and intensity 

over the more polished ruckus of their other 
bands (Oceansize, Future Of The Left, Hawk 
Eyes), the live-recorded tracks on ‘No Pleasure’ 
pulsate with fuzzy aggression – snarling vocals 
meet buzzsaw guitars with an undercurrent of 
balls-to-the-wall punk keeping everything 
sweat-drenched and grungey. Industrial noise 
and progressive time signatures on ‘Automated 
Cyst’ and ‘You Sing For Yourself’ are intriguing, 
but mostly it’s an assault on your eardrums: 
polarising, but impossible to ignore. 

FOR FANS OF: Nirvana, The Jesus Lizard, 
Future Of The Left                          MATT AYRES

PARAMORE

FIGHTSTAR

“TIGRESS’ DEBUT EP FLAUNTS A STRONG
AND DISTINCTIVE STYLE.”

SEXWOlf!  [6]
‘HANGIN’ WITH THE BOYS’

(SELF-RELEASE)

Every Time I Die are an 
obvious reference point for 
Brummie newcomers 
Sexwolf!. From opener 
‘None Stop Body Rock’ 

onwards, their caustic yet party-poised 
metalcore bears more than a passing 
resemblance to the Buffalo natives. Still, every 
band has to start somewhere and what this EP 
does showcase is these four lads’ obvious 
talent, togetherness and ability to make the 
kind of belligerent, beautiful noise we all love. 
If they keep on track, develop as songwriters 
and evolve past their immediate influences, 
Sexwolf! could well be a name worth keeping 
an eye on. Let’s face it, you’re not going to 
forget it any time soon.  

FOR FANS OF: Every Time I Die, The Bronx, 
The Chariot                                 CHRIS HIddEN 

ThIS IS ShaRK COUNTRy       [7]
‘CHANCES’ 

(SELF-RELEASE)

This Is Shark Country burst 
forth with finger-mincing 
technical mastery on their 
latest release. Teetering 
precariously on the fence 

between tech metal and melodic hardcore, 
songs such as ‘Forever In Waiting’ harness the 
meticulousness technicality of early Architects, 
whereas the likes of ‘Ghosting’ elicit the hard-
hitting and heartfelt musicality of Being As An 
Ocean. It often comes together nicely, but not 
all the parts fit. Despite the sometimes 
overbearing and monotonous vocalizations of 
Oli Cole’s hardcore style bark, ‘Chances’ 
effectively offers a rare insight to the fruition of 
such genre hybridity, whilst simultaneously 
showcasing the band’s promising potential.

FOR FANS OF: Architects, Periphery, SiKth                           
    jOSH HuMMERSTON

ThE maNIC ShINE               [6] 
’TRIAL AND TRIUMPH’

(PLEDGE)

Previous albums by The 
Manic Shine have 
showcased a talented band 
with bags of ideas, but a 
somewhat scattergun 

approach when settling on a musical direction. 
On third full-length ‘Trial And Triumph’, the 
London quartet have kept the prog meandering 
to a minimum, and settled on a sound that sits 
somewhere between Audioslave, the latter day 
grunge of Fuel, and the big riff danceability of 
The Music (remember them?). A few 
lightweight lyrics aside, this is a punchy 
38-minute ride, with frontman Oz coming off 
like a less histrionic Perry Farrell. 

FOR FANS OF: Audioslave, Black Stone Cherry, 
Jane’s Addiction                         GARETH PIERCE

ThE EChO aND ThE alWayS [6]
‘...AND AFTER THAT THE DARK’

(JEALOUS LOVERS)

Listening to the debut full-
length from this Welsh five-
piece it quickly becomes 
clear that they’re natural 
pop songwriters. With their 

progressive tilt, atmospheric keys and a 
smattering of trumpets, they’ve already carved 
out a distinctive sound. Much of the album is 
textbook indie synth pop, ‘Go Easy’ and ‘Deep 
Breath’ being prime examples, but as the title 
implies, it has a dark side too. ‘Antiquity’ 
creates a malevolence from post-rock 
ingredients while the pop flavour of ‘Closed’ 
does little to dilute the anger behind Laura 
Hancock’s vocals. It’s when they stray from the 
indie blueprint that things get exciting. They 
should do it more. 

FOR FANS OF: The Joy Formidable, Daughter, 
Coheed And Cambria                      ALEX REEVES

TWITChING TONGUES  [7]
 ‘DISHARMONY’ 

(METAL BLADE) 

Twitching Tongues have 
been wrenching up big 
metal riff splattered 
hardcore since the late ’00s, 
and ‘Disharmony’ follows 

the same blackened ilk. The band create a dark 
and claustrophobic environment and generate 
plenty of pit-swelling heat. While their hardcore 
influences are still present, this release sees 
them mixing things up by incorporating a whole 
host of elements from the extreme side of 
metal. It results in an unapologetic and 
gloriously punishing listen, from the likes of the 
gruelling ‘Asylum Avenue’ to the considered 
fury of ‘Cannibal’. 

FOR FANS OF: Lamb Of God, Malevolence, 
Forsaken                                            jACK ROGERS
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WHY I LOVE 
LINKIN PARK 

JEREMY DEPOYSTER
THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA

“I first heard Linkin Park on 
my friend’s Walkman, sitting 
on a school bus and I was 

immediately hooked. They came into a 
scene that was already exploding with a 
fresh take on it, and have only gotten better 
since. Performing with them at Warped 
Tour last year was mind-blowingly amazing! 
They are very down to earth and were very 
cool to Mike and I. Machine Gun Kelly was 
standing next to us saying, ‘Is it crazy that 
I’m shaking?’ And we were like, ‘No dude, 
it’s fine. So are we!’”

Want to get stuck into a particular band but have no idea where to start? Email gav.lloyd@rocksound.tv with your suggestions for future Buyer’s Guides and we might just make it happen.

‘hyBrid thEory’ 
(WARNER BROS, ’00)
The album that started it all and 
went on to sell over 27 million copies 
worldwide. It’s little surprise that they 
shifted so many when you consider the 
huge singles that were released off 
it, nu metal anthems like ‘Crawling’, 
‘One Step Closer’ and ‘In The End’. 
But that’s just scratching the surface, 
‘Hybrid Theory’ is awesome from front 
to back and a modern masterpiece.

‘mEtEora’ 
(WARNER BROS, ’02) 
After the success of ‘Hybrid Theory’, 
Chester Bennington and Co. found 
themselves as the biggest band in the 
world. Were they phased when it came 
to writing the ‘difficult second album’? 
Not a chance. In following it up with 
‘Meteora’, they proved that they were no 
flash in the plan with dancefloor shakers 
like ‘Faint’ and more big rock ballads 
such as ‘Numb’.

‘minutEs to midniGht’
(WARNER BROS, ’07)
Firmly established as a massive band, 
this was the first signs of Linkin Park 
stepping out of their comfort zone and 
making moves towards expanding 
their sound. While ‘Given Up’ had the 
aggression and lead single ‘What I’ve 
Done’ contained a stadium-bothering 
chorus, plenty of cuts such as the 
stomping ‘Bleed It Out’ saw them 
embrace a new experimental side.

‘thE huntinG Party’
(WARNER BROS, ’14)
After dealing heavily with electronics 
on their previous couple of albums, this 
one saw them crack out the guitars once 
more and embrace their heavier side. 
While its mixed results failed to conjure 
up the magic of their debut and it didn’t 
harness the same exuberant aggression 
their younger selves did, this was very 
much the sound of the band reconnecting 
with their roots. 

‘a thousand suns’
(WARNER BROS, ’10)
After the steps into other territory on the 
aforementioned ‘Minutes To Midnight’, 
the six-piece took a massive leap on ‘A 
Thousand Suns’. Guitars were barely 
audible and the band opted for an 
electronic sound. This new direction 
wouldn’t be all bad, and they went on 
to get a better handle on it with future 
releases, but this initial attempt offered 
very few of their trademark big moments. 

thE EssEntiaL ListEn sECond on thE PLayList hmmm? For suPErFans onLy GEt in thE Bin

THE BASICS

NU METAL - CLICHÉS + ELECTRONICS × STADIUM-SIZED CHORUSES  = LINKIN PARK

THE 12 ESSENTIAL 
LINKIN PARK SONGS ‘onE stEP CLosEr’

‘What i’VE donE’‘rEBELLion’‘numB’‘With you’‘Burn it doWn’‘CraWLinG’‘From thE insidE’‘GiVEn uP’‘GuiLty aLL thE samE’‘Faint’‘in thE End’

THIS LOT? OH, THEY'RE JUST THE
BIGGEST-SELLING BAND OF THE 21ST CENTURY. 
IF YOU HAvEN'T JOINED THE pARTY YET, HERE’S 
WHERE YOU SHOULD GET STARTED.

LINKIN PARK
A RocK souNd buyeR's guIde to... 
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aLL TIME LOW [9] 
SLEEPING WITH 
SIRENS [8]
SUPPORT: 
NECK DEEP [8], ONE OK ROCK [7] 

WORDS: Kate Landers  PHOTOS: Tom Falcone / Grizzlee Martin

SOUTHSIDE BALLROOM, DALLAS, TEXAS
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17

With an 
absolutely 
huge queue snaking 
to the venue hours 
before the show is 

even due to start, to say people are excited 
about this All Time Low and Sleeping 
With Sirens double-header would be a                   
massive understatement.
Before the main event, One OK Rock kick 
things off in fine form. Being absolute 
mega stars in Japan, they’re now looking 
to emulate that success in the States. 
Based on this set it shouldn’t take long 
at all. Their unique take on pop-rock has 
people bouncing along early on and a 
surprise appearance from Kellin Quinn to 
run through ‘Paper Planes’ sends the crowd 
suitably ballistic. 
They’re not the only ones looking to make 
an impression on US soil tonight as Neck 
Deep continue to fly the flag for UK pop-
punk in fine form. With a set that is heavy 
with material from this year’s ‘Life’s Not Out 
To Get You’, the likes of ‘Gold Steps’ and 
‘Kali Ma’ are sunshine-packed, life-affirming 
anthems delivered with vigour. Rounding 
things off with old favourites ‘A Part Of Me’ 
and ‘What Did You Expect?’, the lads from 
Wrexham continue to prove why they are 
one of the most exciting pop-punk bands in 
the world right now.
Before Kellin has stepped anywhere near 
the stage, there are people chanting his 
name en masse. When he does appear, the 
reaction is nothing short of pandemonium. 
Launching straight into ‘Kick Me’, it’s a 
high-octane start, followed by ‘Do It Now, 
Remember It Later’, ‘We Like It Loud’ and 
‘Go Go Go’ getting (future) hearts racing. 
While that adrenaline-pumping momentum 
doesn’t last the whole set, there’s still 

plenty of special moments. Fans scramble 
to get on each other’s shoulders and join 
Kellin in an emotional airing of ‘Gold’ and 
things are brought to a close in fine style 
with ‘If You Can’t Hang’.
A lone Alex Gaskarth kicks off All Time Low’s 
set belting out ‘Satellite’ before being joined 
by Jack, Rian and Zack. The guys proceed 
to plough through a hit-filled set that proves 
just how many great songs they’ve got 
in their arsenal. Old favourites like ‘Lost 
In Stereo’ and ‘Weightless’ sit seamlessly 
alongside the already anthemic cuts from 
‘Future Hearts’ such as ‘Kids In The Dark’ 
and ‘Something’s Gotta Give’. For all the 
fun, silliness and dirty jokes we’ve come to 
expect from Alex and Jack’s between song 
banter, Alex stops to tell a touching story 
before playing ‘Missing You’. Explaining how 
he met a family at an airport who recalled 
how that song helped them seek support 
for a loved one struggling with addiction, 
it’s a sweet moment that highlights the 
often overlooked sensitive side of their 
music. While some may fail to take this band 
seriously because of their collegiate humour 
at times, these songs have real heart and 
mean an awful lot to many people. That 
story aside, just one glance around this 
massive venue proves how many people 
here alone hold the Baltimore four-piece 
very close and the acoustic renditions of 
‘Remembering Sunday’ and ‘Therapy’ are 
met with overwhelming singalongs. Of 
course things never get too serious – this 
is a party and the good times don’t get 
much better than a set closing ‘Dear Maria, 
Count Me In’. In a year where pop-punk has 
exploded, All Time Low stand at the top 
of the mountain and tonight’s show is the 
crowning moment in the best year of their 
career so far. 

Kellin Quinn:Killin’ it
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Jack! How rude!
Heart eye emoji for this

Kellin joins One OK Rock

Neck Deep:Straight outta Wrexham

Justin Hills’ amazing

balancing bass trick
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The music video for 
‘This Ain’t A Scene, It’s An 
Arms Race’ may have slightly 
embellished the rock ‘n’ roll 
lifestyle they live, but one 

thing’s certainly true – Fall Out Boy have 
come a long way from piling into a tiny van 
and playing sweaty gymnasiums. 
Since their 2013 reunion, the Illinois four-
piece’s star has only soared higher. Now 
playing their second night at Wembley 
Arena to a diverse crowd whose ages range 
from six to 60, it’s proof of how far-reaching 
their appeal is these days. The main reason 
for such a following? Good songs. Loads of 
good songs, in fact.
Their back catalogue is now so jam-packed 
that they kick off their 22 song set with the 
ballsy move of opening with ‘Sugar, We’re 
Going Down’. It unsurprisingly sends the 
crowd wild and gets the ball rolling on a 
fun-filled evening. 
The albums that have arrived since their 
reunion – 2013’s ‘Save Rock And Roll’ and 
this year’s ‘American Beauty / American 
Psycho’ – may have divided fans and left a 
bitter taste in the mouths of some pop-
punk purists, but there’s no denying how 
massive the likes of the pyro-backed ‘The 
Phoenix’ and ‘Centuries’ are. Not all the 
newer material is of that solid gold quality, 
though. The likes of ‘Fourth Of July’ and 
‘Uma Thurman’ seem dull and uninspiring 
compared to the dancefloor-filling fanfare 
of favourites like ‘Thnks Fr Th Mmrs’ and      
‘I Don’t Care’.
Their evolution goes far further than just 
recorded output. Once upon a time this 
band were incredibly rough around the 
edges. It’s weird to think that the first time 
around, Patrick Stump often had a tough 
time pulling his iconic vocals off live, as 
tonight he is a singing machine. Proving 
he’s got a powerful and impressive set of 
pipes on him, his dazzling performance 
marks him out as one of the best vocalists 
in rock music today. And while he was 
once a less prominent figure, often in Pete 
Wentz’s shadow, in 2015 he is a bonafide 
superstar. He effortlessly strolls the stage 
oozing charisma from start to finish. It’s 
just a shame that the rest of the band 
don’t seem to share this enthusiasm. At 
times it feels a bit too clean-cut; Fall Out 
Boy have come to do their job as a rock 
band, and there are moments where they 

FALL OUT BOY [7]
WORDS: Gav Lloyd  PHOTOS: Ben Gibson

WEMBLEY ARENA, LONDON
MONDAY, OCTOBER 12

look a bit bored by it. Never is that feeling 
more present than when they play the 
aforementioned ‘This Ain’t A Scene…’, its 
high-octane chorus seriously lacking the fizz 
and urgency it once did. 
For how much they have changed over the 
years, they haven’t forgotten their roots. 
This set covers the entire breadth and 
depth of their back catalogue. There’s even 
a rare airing of ‘Chicago Is So Two Years 
Ago’ from 2003’s ‘Take This To Your Grave’. 
Furthermore, they still close proceedings 
with the traditional run-through of 
‘Saturday’, complete with Pete screaming 
and clambering on the crowd. This band 
have become a pop-rock behemoth. It’s 
difficult to find anyone standing still, from 
those getting crushed on the barrier to 
those in the top row of the very back of this 
cavernous venue, and proves that Fall Out 
Boy sure know how to put on a stellar show. 

Dance, Dance? Well, jump
a bit anyway
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Infinity On High

Patrick Stump: Hitting notesmost can’t reach

Joe, where’s Patrick?

Andy has a heated stare

down with his drum stick
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5 SECONDS OF SUMMER
APRIL SHEFFIELD Arena (05), LONDON O2 Arena (07 / 08), 
LEEDS Arena (11), NOTTINGHAM Arena (12), BIRMINGHAM 
Arena (14), NEWCASTLE Arena (18), GLASGOW Hydro 
(19), MANCHESTER Arena (22), BELFAST Arena (25),          
DUBLIN 3Arena (26)
ALIEN ANT FARM

JANUARY MILTON KEYNES Craufurd Arms (05), 
BIRMINGHAM Rainbow Warehouse (06), GLASGOW 
Garage (07), NOTTINGHAM Rescue Rooms (08), LIVERPOOL 
Arts Club (09), NEWCASTLE Riverside (10), YORK The 
Duchess (12), NORWICH Waterfront (13), LONDON 
Electric Ballroom (14), MANCHESTER Club Academy (15), 
SHEFFIELD Corporation (16), CAMBRIDGE The Junction (17), 
EXETER Lemon Grove (19), BOURNEMOUTH The Old Fire 
Station (20), BRIGHTON Concorde II (21)
ALL TIME LOW

FEBRUARY CARDIFF Arena (10), LONDON O2 (11), 
MANCHESTER Arena (12), BIRMINGHAM Arena (13), 
GLASGOW Hydro (15) 

BABYMETAL
APRIL LONDON Wembley Arena (02)
BASEMENT 

FEBRUARY BRISTOL Marble Factory (07), GLASGOW 
King Tut’s (08), LEEDS Stylus (09), MANCHESTER 
Academy II (10), NORWICH Waterfront (11),                                            
LONDON Shepherd's Bush Empire (12) 
BEARTOOTH

WITH '68 & BLOOD YOUTH 
NOVEMBER LONDON Electric Ballroom (24), BRISTOL 
Thekla (25), MANCHESTER Academy III (26), GLASGOW 
SWG3 (27), BIRMINGHAM Academy II (28)
BIFFY CLYRO

DECEMBER EDINBURGH Hogmany West Princes                 
Street Gardens (31)
BLACK STONE CHERRY

WITH SHINEDOWN, HALESTORM & HIGHLY SUSPECT
JANUARY CARDIFF Arena (28), NOTTINGHAM Arena (29), 
LIVERPOOL Arena (30)
FEBRUARY GLASGOW Hydro (01), BIRMINGHAM Arena 
(02), LONDON Wembley Arena (04), LEEDS Arena (05), 
MANCHESTER Arena (06)
BOWLING FOR SOUP

FEBRUARY GLASGOW Academy (01), NEWCASTLE Academy 
(02), LEEDS Academy (03), LIVERPOOL Academy (04), 
MANCHESTER Academy (05), BIRMINGHAM Academy (06), 
SHEFFIELD Academy (07), NORWICH UEA (08), GUILDFORD 
G Live (10), LONDON Roundhouse (11), BOURNEMOUTH 
Academy (12), SOUTHAMPTON Guildhall (13), CARDIFF 
Great Hall (14), BRISTOL Academy (15)
BRING ME THE HORIZON

WITH NECK DEEP & PVRIS
NOVEMBER GLASGOW Academy (24), EDINBURGH Corn 
Exchange (25), DONCASTER The Dome (26), CARDIFF 
Arena (27), LONDON Alexandra Palace (28), BIRMINGHAM 
Academy (29), BRISTOL Academy (30)
THE BRONx

DECEMBER MANCHESTER Ruby Lounge (11),             
LONDON Brooklyn Bowl (13) 
CANCER BATS

JANUARY SOUTHEND Chinnerys (11), PORTSMOUTH 
Wedgewood Rooms (12), BRIGHTON Concorde II 
(13), NORWICH Waterfront (14), EXETER Phoenix 
(15), PLYMOUTH The Hub (16), BRISTOL Marble 
Factory (17), BRIDGEND Hobos (18), READING Sub89 (19), 
STOKE Sugarmill (20), NOTTINGHAM Rescue Rooms (21), 
BIRMINGHAM Academy II (22), MANCHESTER Academy 
III (23), LEEDS Key Club (24), GLASGOW Garage  (25), 
NEWCASTLE Academy II (26), LIVERPOOL Academy 2 (27), 
LONDON Tufnell Park Dome (28)

CARNIFEx
WITH WITHIN THE RUINS, FALLUJAH &                                     
THE LAST TEN SECONDS OF LIFE
DECEMBER CARDIFF CF10 Uni (05), GLASGOW 
Cathouse (06), MANCHESTER Sound Control (07),                       
LONDON Underworld (08)

CHUNK! NO, CAPTAIN CHUNK!
WITH TRASH BOAT
DECEMBER LONDON Underworld (02), BIRMINGHAM 
Temple (03), NOTTINGHAM Bodega (04), LEEDS Key Club 
(05), NEWCASTLE Think Tank (06), GLASGOW Cathouse 
(07), MANCHESTER Sound Control (08), CARDIFF Globe (09)
CITIZEN

JANUARY LEEDS Brudenell Social Club (28), GLASGOW 
Classic Grand (29), LONDON Tufnell Park Dome (30)
CITY AND COLOUR

FEBRUARY BRIGHTON Dome (18), CARDIFF Great Hall 
(19), MANCHESTER Albert Hall (20), DUBLIN Olympia (22), 
BELFAST Mandela Hall (23), GLASGOW Academy (24), 
LONDON Troxy (26 / 27) 
COHEED AND CAMBRIA

WITH GLASSJAW & CROOKS 
JANUARY CARDIFF University Great Hall (31)
FEBRUARY MANCHESTER Ritz (01), LONDON Forum (02)
THE DARKNESS

NOVEMBER NORWICH Open (30)
DECEMBER CAMBRIDGE Corn Exchange (01), 
NOTTINGHAM Rock City (02), NEWCASTLE Academy 
(04), GLASGOW Academy (05), LEEDS Academy 
(09), MANCHESTER Academy (10), BIRMINGHAM 
Academy (11), BRISTOL Academy (13), SOUTHAMPTON 
Guildhall (14), BEXHILL De La Warr Pavilion (15), 
BOURNEMOUTH Academy (17), OXFORD Academy (19),                            
LONDON Roundhouse (20)
DEAF HAVANA

WITH THE XCERTS
NOVEMBER LEEDS Wardrobe (19), EDINBURGH La Belle 
Angele (20), DUNDEE Buskers (21), LIVERPOOL Academy II 
(22), LONDON Islington Assembly Hall (23)
DEEZ NUTS

NOVEMBER BIRMINGHAM The Rainbow (22), LEEDS The 
Key Club (23), GLASGOW Ivory Blacks (24), SHEFFIELD 
Corporation (25), LONDON Underworld (26)
DEFTONES

WITH ARCHITECTS
NOVEMBER LONDON Wembley Arena (21)
DON BROCO

DECEMBER CARDIFF Tramshed (03), SHEFFIELD Plug (04), 
EDINBURGH Liquid Rooms (06), LEEDS Academy (07), 
EXETER Lemon Grove (08), NOTTINGHAM Rock City (09), 
MANCHESTER The Ritz (11), WOLVERHAMPTON Wulfrun 
Hall (12), LONDON Brixton Academy (13)

ENTER SHIKARI
WITH THE WONDER YEARS
FEBRUARY GLASGOW Academy (18), EDINBURGH 
Corn Exchange (19), NOTTINGHAM Arena (20), 
BOURNEMOUTH International Centre (22), CARDIFF 
Arena (23), MANCHESTER Victoria Warehouse (25),                            
LONDON Alexandra Palace (27)

ESCAPE THE FATE
JANUARY MANCHESTER Club Academy (28), GLASGOW 
Cathouse (29), NOTTINGHAM Rescue Rooms (30)
FEBRUARY LONDON Electric Ballroom (16)
EVERY TIME I DIE

WITH SUPERHEAVEN & MUCK
NOVEMBER NOTTINGHAM Rescue Rooms (09), 
MANCHESTER Sound Control (11), GLASGOW King Tut’s 
(12), ABERDEEN Tunnels (13), NEWCASTLE Riverside (14), 
SHEFFIELD Corporation (15), BIRMINGHAM Asylum (17), 
LONDON Tufnell Park Dome (18), LONDON Borderline (19), 
LONDON Underworld (20), LONDON The Old Blue Last (21)
FEAR FACTORY

DECEMBER BRISTOL Motion (07), MANCHESTER Ritz (09), 
DUBLIN Academy (10), BELFAST Limelight (11), GLASGOW 
The Garage (12), LONDON The Forum (13)
FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH 
& PAPA ROACH

WITH DEVIL YOU KNOW & AS LIONS
NOVEMBER LONDON Wembley Arena (28)
FOZZY 

WITH NONPOINT & SUMO CYCO
NOVEMBER READING Sub89 (24), TUNBRIDGE 
WELLS The Forum (25), LONDON Islington 
Academy (26), MANCHESTER Sound Control (27),                                 
CHESTER Live Rooms (28)
DECEMBER BIRMINGHAM Rainbow (01), CAMBRIDGE 
Junction (02), NEWCASTLE Riverside (03), NOTTINGHAM 
Rescue Rooms (04), SHEFFIELD Corporation (05)
FRANK TURNER

NOVEMBER FALMOUTH Princess Pavillion (09 / 10), 
GLASGOW Barrowland (13), NEWCASTLE University 
(14), NOTTINGHAM Rock City (15 / 16), BIRMINGHAM 
Academy (18), SHEFFIELD Academy (19), BRISTOL 
Colston Hall (21 / 22), MANCHESTER Academy (23 / 24),                        
LONDON Alexandra Palace (26)
THE FRONT BOTTOMS

FEBRUARY MANCHESTER Club Academy (04), LEEDS 
University (05), NEWCASTLE Riverside (06), GLASGOW 
Garage (07), BIRMINGHAM Library (08), NOTTINGHAM 
Rescue Rooms (10), CARDIFF Globe (11), BRISTOL Marble 
Factory (12), BRIGHTON Concorde II (13), PORTSMOUTH 
Wedgewood Rooms (14), LONDON KOKO (16)

FUNERAL FOR A FRIEND
APRIL CARDIFF Y Plas (05 / 06), MANCHESTER The Ritz (08 
/ 09), GLASGOW Garage (10 / 11), BIRMINGHAM Institute 
(13 / 14), LONDON Shepherd's Bush Empire (15 / 16)
GHOST 

DECEMBER LEEDS Beckett University (12), NOTTINGHAM 
Rock City (14), BIRMINGHAM Institute (15), NEWCASTLE 
Academy (16), MANCHESTER Ritz (19), BRISTOL Academy 
(20), LONDON KOKO (21)
THE GHOST INSIDE

FEBRUARY MANCHESTER Club Academy (11), NEWCASTLE 
Academy II (12), LIVERPOOL Academy II (13), OXFORD 
Academy II (14), PORTSMOUTH Wedgewood Rooms 
(16), NORWICH The Waterfront (17), LEEDS Stylus (18), 
GLASGOW The Garage (19), NOTTINGHAM Rock City (20), 
PLYMOUTH The Hub (22), BRISTOL Marble Factory (23), 
BIRMINGHAM Institute Library (24), BRIGHTON Concorde II 
(25), LONDON KOKO (26)
GNARWOLVES

WITH SPRAYNARD & SUCH GOLD
DECEMBER BIRMINGHAM Rainbow Warehouse (09), 
MANCHESTER Sound Control (10), LEEDS Key Club (11), 
GLASGOW Audio (12), SHEFFIELD Local Authority (13), 
LIVERPOOL District (14), NOTTINGHAM Bodega (15), 
BRISTOL Exchange (16), BOURNEMOUTH Sound Circus 
(17), LONDON Underworld (18)
HALSEY

FEBRUARY GLASGOW ABC (19), BIRMINGHAM 
Institute (20), MANCHESTER Academy (22),                                 
LONDON Brixton Academy (23) 
HEY VIOLET

NOVEMBER GLASGOW King Tut's (30) 
IN THIS MOMENT

WITH THE DEFILED
JANUARY LONDON Forum (21), BIRMINGHAM Institute (22), 
GLASGOW Barrowland (23), MANCHESTER Ritz (24)
KILL HANNAH

DECEMBER NOTTINGHAM Rock City (03), GLASGOW 
Cathouse (04), LONDON Brooklyn Bowl (06)
LIFE OF AGONY

MARCH LONDON Electric Ballroom (17), WOLVERHAMPTON 
Slade Rooms (18), MANCHESTER Club Academy (19)

LIGHT YOU UP
WITH WSTR & BEAUMONT
NOVEMBER LIVERPOOL Arts Centre (11), GLASGOW 
Classic Grand (12), BIRMINGHAM Asylum (13),                   
LONDON Barfly (15)
LONELY THE BRAVE

WITH BLACK PEAKS
NOVEMBER GLASGOW The Garage (09), MANCHESTER 
Club Academy (10), BIRMINGHAM Academy II (11), 
NOTTINGHAM Rescue Rooms (19), CARDIFF Globe (20), 
BRISTOL Marble Factory (21), SOUTHAMPTON Talking 
Heads (23), LONDON Islington Assembly Rooms (24), 
BRIGHTON The Haunt (25)
LOWER THAN ATLANTIS

WITH MOOSE BLOOD, AS IT IS, BRAWLERS, BLACK FOXXES
DECEMBER MIDDLESBROUGH Empire (07), LEEDS Beckett 
SU (08), NOTTINGHAM Rock City (10), BRISTOL Academy 
(11), BIRMINGHAM Institute (12), LONDON Roundhouse 
(14), MANCHESTER Ritz (15), GLASGOW ABC (16) 
MACHINE HEAD

MARCH NORWICH Open (02), NOTTINGHAM Rock 
City (03), BELFAST Limelight (05), DUBLIN Olympia 
(06), MANCHESTER Academy (08), CARDIFF Great 
Hall (10), LONDON Hammersmith Apollo (11),                       
GLASGOW Academy (12)
MARIACHI EL BRONx

DECEMBER MANCHESTER Ruby Lounge (10),          
LONDON Brooklyn Bowl (12) 
MARILYN MANSON

WITH KROKODIL
NOVEMBER LONDON Apollo (19), WOLVERHAMPTON 
Civic Hall (21), GLASGOW Academy (22),                    
MANCHESTER Apollo (23)
MAx RAPTOR

NOVEMBER LEICESTER Firebug (11), NORWICH 
Waterfront Studio (13), PLYMOUTH Exile (14), 
GUILDFORD Star (15), LONDON Barfly (19),                                                          
BURTON ON TRENT Tower Brewery (21)
MAYBESHEWILL

APRIL LONDON KOKO (15)
MAYDAY PARADE

JANUARY EXETER Lemon Grove (26), BRISTOL Academy 
(27), NORWICH UEA (28), BIRMINGHAM Institute (29), 
MANCHESTER Ritz (30), NEWCASTLE Academy (31)
FEBRUARY DUBLIN Academy (02), GLASGOW 
ABC (03), NOTTINGHAM Rock City (04), LONDON 
Shepherd’s Bush Empire (05), LEEDS University (06),                         
PORTSMOUTH Pyramids (07)
MEGADETH 

WITH LAMB OF GOD, CHILDREN OF BODOM & SYLOSIS
NOVEMBER GLASGOW Braehead Arena (11), 
MANCHESTER Apollo (12), LONDON Wembley Arena (14),                          
BIRMINGHAM Academy (15)
MODERN BASEBALL

FEBRUARY LONDON Electric Ballroom (25),          
MANCHESTER Gorilla (26)
MOTIONLESS IN WHITE

WITH CHELSEA GRIN & NEW YEARS DAY
NOVEMBER BELFAST Mandela Hall (23), DUBLIN 
Academy (24), MANCHESTER Club Academy (26), 
LEEDS University Union (27), GLASGOW Garage (28),                      
NOTTINGHAM Rescue Rooms (29)
DECEMBER BIRMINGHAM Asylum (01), 
BRISTOL Fleece (02), SOUTHAMPTON 1865 (03),                                     
LONDON Underworld (04 / 05)
MUSE

APRIL DUBLIN 3Arena (05), MANCHESTER Arena (08), 
LONDON O2 (11 / 12), GLASGOW Hydro (17)
NECK DEEP

WITH STATE CHAMPS, CREEPER & LIGHT YEARS
FEBRUARY BIRMINGHAM Institute (01), GLASGOW Academy 
(02), MANCHESTER Academy (04), CARDIFF Great Hall (05), 
LONDON Forum (06)
WITH CREEPER & WSTR
APRIL SOUTHAMPTON Guildhall (16), NEWCASTLE Uni SU 
(18), LEEDS Beckett Uni (19), LIVERPOOL Academy (20)

PANIC! AT THE DISCO
JANUARY LONDON Brixton Academy (12)
PARKWAY DRIVE

WITH BURY TOMORROW & THY ART IS MURDER
FEBRUARY LONDON Brixton Academy (12), 
MANCHESTER Apollo (13), GLASGOW Academy (14),                  
BIRMINGHAM Academy (15)

PVRIS
APRIL BRIGHTON Concorde (01), NORWICH Waterfront 
(02), NEWCASTLE Riverside (03), GLASGOW Garage 
(04), MANCHESTER Academy II (06), LONDON 
Shepherd's Bush Empire (07), CARDIFF Y Plas (08),                       
BIRMINGHAM Institute II (09)
REFUSED

DECEMBER LONDON Electric Ballroom (02)
SAYWECANFLY

FEBRUARY BRIGHTON Komedia (02), SOUTHAMPTON 
Joiners (03), BRISTOL Exchange (04), MANCHESTER Sound 
Control (05), BIRMINGHAM Temple (06), GLASGOW 
Stereo (08), NEWCASTLE Academy III (09), LEEDS The 
Key Club (10), NOTTINGHAM Rock City Basement (11),             
LONDON Boston Music Room (12)
SEPULTURA

NOVEMBER MANCHESTER Club Academy (17), GLASGOW 
Classic Grand (18), BRISTOL Marble Factory (19),             
LONDON Electric Ballroom (20)

SKINDRED
WITH CROSSFAITH, HED (PE) & YASHIN
NOVEMBER LEEDS Stylus (11), BRISTOL 
Academy (12), BIRMINGHAM Institute (13),                                       
LONDON Brixton Academy (14)
SLAYER 

WITH ANTHRAX & KVELERTAK 
NOVEMBER NEWPORT Centre (21), PLYMOUTH Pavilions 
(22), MANCHESTER Apollo (24), GLASGOW Academy 
(25), BIRMINGHAM Academy (27), LEEDS Academy (28), 
LONDON Brixton Academy (30)
SLEEPING WITH SIRENS

WITH THIS WILD LIFE & BEACH WEATHER
FEBRUARY BRISTOL Academy (29)
MARCH NOTTINGHAM Rock City (01), GLASGOW Academy 
(02), MANCHESTER Apollo (04), BIRMINGHAM Academy 
(05), LONDON Roundhouse (06)

SLIPKNOT
FEBRUARY CARDIFF Arena (08), LONDON Alexandra Palace 
(09 / 10), BIRMINGHAM Arena (12), LEEDS Arena (13)
THE STORY SO FAR

WITH TURNSTILE & DRUG CHURCH 
DECEMBER CARDIFF Y Plas (01), SOUTHAMPTON 1865 
(02), EXETER Lemon Grove (03), LONDON KOKO (04), 
NORWICH Epic (05), NOTTINGHAM Rescue Rooms (07), 
BIRMINGHAM Asylum (08), MANCHESTER Academy II 
(09), GLASGOW Garage (10), NEWCASTLE Riverside (11), 
LEEDS Stylus (12)
STRAY FROM THE PATH

WITH POLAR & DEAD HARTS
NOVEMBER BIRMINGHAM The Asylum (26), 
NEWCASTLE Think Tank (28), GLASGOW G2 (29),                        
MANCHESTER Sound Control (30)
DECEMBER NOTTINGHAM Bodega (01),              
SOUTHAMPTON Joiners (02)
SUM 41

FEBRUARY DUBLIN Academy (10), CARDIFF Uni Great 
Hall (11), BIRMINGHAM Institute (12), GLASGOW ABC 
(13), NEWCASTLE University (15), NORWICH UEA (16), 
MANCHESTER Albert Hall (18), LONDON Forum (19)
TWENTY ONE PILOTS

FEBRUARY LEEDS Academy (18), NEWCASTLE Academy 
(19), GLASGOW Barrowland (20), MANCHESTER Academy 
(21), BIRMINGHAM (23), LONDON Brixton Academy (24 / 
25), NOTTINGHAM Rock City (27), BRISTOL Academy (28), 
PORTSMOUTH Guildhall (29))
WE ARE THE OCEAN

NOVEMBER BIRMINGHAM Asylum (09), CARDIFF 
Globe (10), BRISTOL Fleece (11), NORWICH Waterfront 
Studio (12), LEEDS Mine (13), GLASGOW King Tut’s 
(15), NEWCASTLE Academy II (16), MANCHESTER 
Sound Control (17), NOTTINGHAM Rescue Rooms (18),                      
LONDON Islington Academy (20)

gig gUiDE
What’s rocking thE livE

circuit this Month...
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Deaf Havana head out on tour for the following dates.
                                                  NOVEMBER LEEDS Wardrobe (19), EDINBURGH La Belle Angele (20), DUNDEE Buskers (21),                                                                                                                                            
                                                                    LIVERPOOL Academy II (22), LONDON Islington Assembly Hall (23)

the main event... 
DEAF HAVANA
WE HAVEN’T HEARD FROM JAMES VECK-GILODI AND CO. IN A WHILE. BUT 
NOW THEY’RE BACK ON THE ROAD TO PLAY HITS OLD AND NEW.
WORDS: Gav Lloyd  PHOTO: Jon Stone

HOW WERE YOUR FESTIVAL SHOWS IN   
THE SUMMER?
Says vocalist and guitarist James Veck-
Gilodi: “They were sparse, but it was good. It 
would have been nice to play more shows, it’s 
been a bit quiet recently. The shows we did 
play were really good. It was nice to be back 
together and actually do stuff.”

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN WORKING ON 
THE NEW ALBUM? 
“I’ve actively been working on it since the 
beginning of this year. It’s basically done now, 
all written. This year was a bit weird. I started 
off not knowing if I wanted to do it any more. 
Then I wrote a couple of songs I really liked 

and decided that I probably shouldn’t stop. 
It started off really negative but I turned it 
around by writing some stuff I didn’t know        
I could.”

WHAT CAN PEOPLE EXPECT FROM      
THESE SONGS?
“It’s pretty different, I don’t know how to 
describe it. It’s the first time I’ve written 
without anyone else in mind. I wrote songs 
with no restrictions. I wasn’t necessarily writing 
songs to fit into any particular genre, it’s more 
natural. Some of it’s heavier, some of it’s a lot 
darker. There’s a lot of electronic instruments. 
It’s pretty weird, I hope people like it.”

WAS IT IMPORTANT TO WRITE SOMETHING 
TRUE TO YOURSELF WITH THIS ALBUM?
“‘Fools and Worthless Liars’ was the first thing 
I’d ever written so I was under pressure in that 
sense. With ‘Old Souls’ I got a little bit too 
obsessed with American rock music and wrote 
with that in mind. I think it’s important to write 
what I want to write, so I’m really glad it turned 
out that way.”

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO HIT THE ROAD 
AHEAD OF THE ALBUM RELEASE? 
“We haven’t done anything for ages so we 
thought we need to at least do a mini-tour. We 
felt we needed to be present in the public eye. 
We’ll be playing a few of the new songs too...”
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NOVEMBER
24 · READING  · SUB 89
25 · TUNBRIDGE WELLS · THE FORUM
26 · LONDON · ISLINGTON ACADEMY
27 · MANCHESTER · SOUND CONTROL
28 · CHESTER · LIVE ROOMS
29 · SOUTHAMPTON · ENGINE ROOMS

DECEMBER
01 · BIRMINGHAM ·  THE RAINBOW
02 · CAMBRIDGE · THE JUNC TION
03 · NEWCASTLE · RIVERSIDE NEWCASTLE
04 · NOTTINGHAM · RESCUE ROOMS
05 · SHEFFIELD · WINTER ROCKS @ CORPORATION
06 · TRECCO BAY · PLANET ROCKSTOCK
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six months. CD offer limited to the first 75 subscribers - an alternative CD may be provided after the first 75.

FREE 
CD!

PLUS: 
GET ‘four yEar sTronG’ 

By four yEar sTronG 
FREE!

NEXT MONTH IN

ROCK SOUND ISSUE 208
AVAILABLE TO ORDER / DOWNLOAD: MONDAY, DECEMBER 07

IN STORES: WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 09

EXCLUSIVE 2016 

WALL CALENDAR
ALL YOUR FAVOURITE BANDS, EVERY MONTH OF THE YEAR.

THE BIGGEST BANDS!

THE BIGGEST STORIES! 

THE BIGGEST ISSUE OF THE YEAR!



GIGSANDTOURS.COM | TICKETMASTER.CO.UK  0844 811 0051 | 0844 826 2826
5SOS.COM    T@5SOS    C/5SECONDSOFSUMMER   

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT


